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Dear Delegates to the 27th International Conference
of the EICF

It is a great honour for me to welcome you to this
international event, organized by the European Investment
Casters´ Federation. It is 4 years since our last conference
held in Bilbao and here we are at the heart of Europe, in the
old and beautiful city of Kraków. The Jagiellonian University
in which we are honoured to hold this event, is one of the
oldest universities in Europe (established in 1364) and
emphasises the importance of the European Heritage in
foundry technology and the impact that this technology has
had on the development of modern society.

In this event we are mixing the ingredients of the old foundry
traditions with modern technology to project the answers
that the future is demanding of our sector. Investment
Casting is the essential manufacturing process for
biomedicine, automotive, nuclear energy, aerospace, power
generation, naval propulsion, general engineering, and not
forgetting, art casting. Investment casting is itself both an art
and a science having its beginnings in art and its modern
practice in science. The purpose of this conference is to
provide the keys to understand the future technologies
required to satisfy the industry’s customer requirements.
The papers presented and discussions from delegates will
identify those issues of importance. From these discussions
the industry will go forward to plan for the future and
introduce management practice and new technologies to
satisfy the demands of its customers. 

Nowadays there are no business strategies that do not
contemplate networking as a key element of success. This
conference provides such an opportunity for foundries,
customers and suppliers to the industry to meet in the spirit
of cooperation to review their requirements and plan their
strategies for the future. 

The EICF has been providing the environment for
networking and cultural exchange for over 50 years and this
has brought great benefit to the industry and has assisted
the European industry to provide around 30% of the worlds’
investment castings. For this conference the EICF board
has put a lot of care and attention to produce an event
which could represent real value for you. The programme
built by the Secretariat covers a wide spread of topics to
cover the markets, customer requirements and

developments in technology; from these it is hoped that the
delegates will identify and develop their future strategies. As
is also a tradition, the Suppliers Exhibition will be
complementing the information provided by the technical
sessions; sharing with us their latest developments and
solutions. Once again their willingness to show their
products and share their advances in technology plays a
fundamental role for the conference. Finally the conference
concludes with industrial and academic visits of major
relevance; the Foundry Research Institute, the WSK foundry
facility and the Rzeszów University of Technology. These
visits provide the ideal complement to the conference
sessions to help us understand the practical routes adopted
by scientific research and the 21st century approach to the
manufacture of investment castings.

Getting together provides an element of value, and that by
cooperation and networking we will get to know each other
and this will give a personal element of value that will enrich
us as individuals. There will be many moments during the
conference to develop this personal approach but without
any doubt the Conference Banquet provides a unique
occasion to develop personal relationships. For this
occasion the “European Heritage” transforms into “World
Heritage” as the banquet will be celebrated at the unique
location of the UNESCO World Heritage Wieliczka Salt Mine
situated 125m underground. 

The EICF board wish that all delegates will find this
conference of the utmost interest particularly in these times
of financial uncertainty. We need to find inspiring forum
which can help us to reinforce our efforts for the
development of this industry, conscious as we are of its
fundamental role in society’s development. There are many
people to thank for making this event possible; firstly with
the delegates that have trusted in this organization and
secondly with all the local support received from the Polish
Foundry Research Institute, the Polish Foundrymen´s
Association and WSK “Rzeszów”.

As many of you know, Nicolaus Copernicus was a pupil of
this University, who in the 16th century introduced a fully
predictive mathematical model of a heliocentric system
supporting the theory of Heliocentrism, in his work “De
revolutionibus orbium coelestium”. I cannot therefore avoid
quoting (as if we were hearing from these walls),
Copernicus on the concept of knowledge:

“To know that we know what we know, and to know that we
do not know what we do not know, that is true knowledge.”

Our aim is that this conference will be a contributor of true
knowledge for you.

Sincerely yours

Carlos Olabe
President of the EICF

WELCOME
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by Professor Jerzy J. Sobczak
Director of the Foundry Research Institute in Kraków,

Poland 
to the 27th EICF International Conference Delegates

Mr President,
Distinguished Guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I consider it a great honour and privilege to be able to
deliver this short speech on occasion of the 27th
International Conference and Exposition of the European
Investment Casters’ Federation.

This year it is Poland and the old city of Kraków that host
the delegates from different parts of the world. It is also the
Foundry Research Institute in Kraków that has its modest
share in the organisation of this event.

The subject of our meeting is very simple - the investment
casting process. Yet, no matter how simple it may sound, a
lot of intricacy is often involved in these words. Being
foundrymen and investment casters, we all know that
investment casting is one of the oldest processes by which
the metal is formed into various shapes. In a long history of
its existence, the process of investment casting has been
undergoing various modifications and improvements. Five
thousand years ago, natural beeswax formed the pattern.
Today’s high-technology waxes, refractory materials and
specialist alloys allow the production of cast components
with an accuracy, repeatability and versatility never dreamt
of before. 

Offering these numerous advantages and small, if any,
restrictions, the investment casting has managed to enter
into numerous sectors of the industry. Our most devoted
customers are in automotive companies, in medical science
and aviation; the interest in investment castings show all
those who can appreciate the exquisite beauty of the
sophisticated  decorative objects. 

The motto of this year EICF Conference is very inspiring:
European Heritage. A rich programme of lectures has been
prepared, along with an exhibition, academic posters and
study tours. The organisers have invited to participation in
this event researchers, manufacturers of castings, suppliers

of materials, users of castings, academic teachers, and
students. The aim is to make the discussions more vivid and
to create more opportunities for a free exchange of ideas.
Therefore, I hope that each delegate will find something
interesting in the sessions that are to be held for the next
three consecutive days. 

One of the study tours is to the Foundry Research Institute
in Kraków, which I have the pleasure to manage and
represent. I am proud to say it openly that since the very
beginning of its existence, which now measures the span of
sixty four years, the Institute has been actively engaged in
all problems related with investment casting. Here, for
years, we have been conducting studies on all the available
raw and auxiliary materials used in this process, trying to
find the best formulas and the best domestic substitutes for
imported products. In our efforts to improve the process, we
always had in mind two goals – to offer high-quality products
to our customers and to remember that protection of natural
environment and human health should always guide all our
steps.

I hope you will enjoy your stay with us. I hope the time spent
during the Conference will prove profitable and will bring
some new solutions arising from the discussions we shall
have each day. There are various problems that the foundry
industry in general, and the investment casting industry in
particular, must face every day, but together it is always
easier to find answers to even most difficult questions. This
is why we are here today, and this is why we are all willing to
continue the good tradition of the investment casters to
come together and think what can be done to create today a
better tomorrow for the investment casting industry. 

I wish you an enjoyable and professionally rewarding stay in
Kraków. I also wish you a nice time spent during the hours
when, walking around the old city of Kraków, you will travel
back in time to the early mediaeval days of kings, dragons,
scholars and noblemen. I wish that, while staying outside
your countries, you can find here new friends, commence
new relations and gain new experience that can be used
upon your arrival home.

Enjoy the research and technology not forgetting the cultural
and social live in Kraków where old tradition is mixed with
modernity.

With best regards
Yours sincerely

Jerzy J. Sobczak
Director 

Foundry Research Institute
Kraków, Poland

Welcome Address 
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Profesora Jerzego J. Sobczaka
Dyrektora Instytutu Odlewnictwa w Krakówie 
wygłoszona z okazji 27-mej Międzynarodowej

Konferencji Odlewnictwa Precyzyjnego  

Panie Przewodniczący,
Dostojni Goście,
Panie i Panowie,

Przypadł mi w udziale zaszczyt wygłoszenia krótkiej mowy
powitalnej z okazji zorganizowania 27-mej Międzynarodowej
Konferencji i Wystawy Odlewnictwa Precyzyjnego.

W tym roku kraj nasz i stołecznie miasto Kraków mają
przyjemność gościć uczestników Konferencji, którzy przybyli
tu z różnych stron świata. W organizacji tego wydarzenia
ma swój skromny udział również Instytut Odlewnictwa w
Krakówie.

Temat naszego spotkania jest bardzo prosty – odlewnictwo
precyzyjne. Jednak choć słowa te rzeczywiście brzmią
bardzo prosto, kryją się w nich często treści dość zawiłe.
Jako odlewnicy wiemy wszyscy, że sztuka wykonywania
elementów w procesie wytapianych modeli stanowi jeden z
najstarszych procesów formowania metali i nadawania
wyrobom różnych, często bardzo skomplikowanych
kształtów. W ciągu długiej historii swego istnienia, proces
odlewania precyzyjnego przechodził różne modyfikacje i
udoskonalenia. Pięć tysięcy lat temu, modele wykonywano z
naturalnego wosku pszczelego. Obecnie, nowoczesne
woski syntetyczne, materiały ogniotrwałe i stopy o
udoskonalonym składzie pozwalają na wytwarzanie
odlewanych komponentów charakteryzujących się jakością,
dokładnością i odtwarzalnością, o jakich dawniej nie można
było nawet marzyć. 

Zapewniając tak liczne korzyści przy niewielu lub może
nawet prawie żadnych ograniczeniach, proces odlewania
precyzyjnego znalazł zastosowanie w wielu różnorodnych
gałęziach przemysłu. Nasi klienci pracują w firmach
samochodowych i w medycynie oraz w lotnictwie; odlewy
precyzyjne cieszą się stale rosnącym zainteresowaniem
wszystkich tych, którzy potrafią docenić subtelne piękno
wyszukanych przedmiotów o wartości artystycznej i
dekoracyjnej. 

Motto tegorocznej Międzynarodowej Konferencji i Wystawy
Odlewnictwa Precyzyjnego brzmi bardzo interesująco:
Dziedzictwo Europy. Przygotowano w związku z tym bogaty
program prezentacji, jak również wystawę, sesję posterową
oraz zwiedzanie zakładów. Do uczestnictwa w Konferencji
organizatorzy zaprosili pracowników naukowo-badawczych,
producentów odlewów, dostawców materiałów,
użytkowników odlewów i studentów. Celem jest ożywienie
dyskusji i stworzenie szerokiego forum dla niczym
nieskrępowanej wymiany poglądów. Dlatego mam nadzieję,
że każdy z uczestników Konferencji znajdzie dla siebie coś
interesującego podczas sesji, które odbywać się będą przez
trzy kolejne dni. 
Podczas jednej z wycieczek technicznych organizowanych
w czasie trwania Konferencji zwiedzany będzie Instytut
Odlewnictwa w Krakówie, którym mam przyjemność
zarządzać i który reprezentuję. Z dumą mogę powiedzieć to
publicznie i otwarcie, że od samego początku swego
istnienia, czyli już od  sześćdziesięciu czterech lat, Instytut
Odlewnictwa był i nadal jest aktywnie zaangażowany we
wszystkie problemy dotyczące odlewnictwa precyzyjnego.
W Instytucie przez całe lata prowadziliśmy badania

wszystkich dostępnych surowców i materiałów
pomocniczych stosowanych w tym procesie, starając się
znaleźć najlepsze rozwiązania i najlepsze krajowe
zamienniki wyrobów sprowadzanych z zagranicy. W
naszych wysiłkach na rzecz udoskonalenia tego procesu
zawsze mieliśmy na uwadze dwa główne cele. Cel pierwszy
– zaoferować naszym klientom wyroby o najwyższej jakości
i cel drugi – pamiętać, że ochrona środowiska naturalnego
oraz bezpieczeństwo pracowników powinny zawsze
kierować wszystkimi naszymi poczynaniami.

Mam nadzieję, że będziecie Państwo czuć się dobrze
podczas pobytu w Polsce. Mam również nadzieję, że czas,
który poświęcicie na udział w sesjach podczas Konferencji
będzie owocny i ujawni nowe rozwiązania, wyłonione
podczas dyskusji prowadzonych każdego dnia. Istnieje
wiele problemów, którym odlewnictwo jako cała branża
przemysłowa i odlewnictwo precyzyjne jako jeden z
wycinków tej działalności muszą stawiać czoła każdego
dnia, ale wspólnie podejmowane działania umożliwiają
znalezienie odpowiedzi na najbardziej nawet trudne pytania.
Dlatego więc jesteśmy dziś tutaj razem i dlatego jest naszą
intencją kontynuowanie dobrej tradycji organizowania
spotkań odlewników i wspólne przemyślenia, jakie kroki
należy podjąć, aby stworzyć już dziś lepsze jutro dla
odlewnictwa precyzyjnego. 

Życzę Państwu miłego i owocnego pod względem
zawodowym pobytu w Krakówie. Życzę również Państwu
mile spędzonych chwil w czasie poza konferencją, kiedy
przechadzając się po starym mieście Krakówie będziecie
mogli odbyć podróż w czasie i sięgnąć epoki wczesnego
Średniowiecza, gdy rządzili królowie, straszyły smoki, a
ulice miasta przemierzali bakałarze i szlachta. Życzę
Państwu, abyście w czasie spędzonym poza Ojczyzną
mogli zadzierzgnąć nowe więzy przyjaźni, nawiązać nowe
znajomości i nabyć nowe doświadczenia, które będą
wykorzystane po powrocie do domu.

Zagłębiając się w tajniki badań i problemów natury
technicznej nie zapominajmy o kulturze i zabytkach
Krakówa, gdzie stara tradycja i nowoczesność splatają się w
jedno bogate życie.  

Jeszcze raz składam życzenia wszystkiego najlepszego i
pozostaję 

z poważaniem

Jerzy J. Sobczak
Dyrektor

kolejne Instytutu Odlewnictwa w Krakówie

Mowa Powitalna
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Conference Information
The reception will be held in the exhibition hall. 

Coffee breaks will be held in the exhibition hall.

Lunch will be served in the cafeteria.

Student guides will direct delegates to the exhibition hall,
lecture rooms and cafeteria.

The EICF office is available for speakers to prepare their
presentations.

Organisers
The 27th International Conference of the EICF is organised
by the European Investment Casters’ Federation with the
help and support of the Polish Foundry Research Institute
and WSK “PZL-Rzeszów” foundry.

The EICF mission is to promote the European Investment
Foundry Industry and its suppliers through technical
workshops and conferences. It also facilitates the
collaboration of R&D to ensure that the industry has the
advantage of the latest technology for the manufacture of
premium quality products.

The EICF web site www.eicf.org  lists the current
membership with links to members contact details and web
sites.

The EICF secretariat will be pleased to meet delegates
during the conference events to offer assistance or to give
further information on the Federation.

Registration
The registration desk will be in the entrance hall and open at
the following times for registration and enquiries regarding
the exhibition, technical programme, industrial visits and
social events. 

Sunday 16th May 18:00 – 20:00 hr
Monday 17th May 08:00 – 17:00 hr
Tuesday 18th May 09:00 – 12:00 hr

Delegates wishing to visit the Foundry Research Institute
and /or the WSK foundry and have not registered for these
events should contact the registration desk as soon as
possible.

Name Badges
Delegates will be issued with a name badge together with
their conference documents following registration.
Delegates are requested to wear their badges during the
conference to ensure access to the lecture halls and
exhibition. Please note that only registered delegates may
attend the conference lectures.

Mobile Phones
Please switch off your mobile phones during the lecture
sessions.

Conference Proceedings
The conference proceedings will be issued on the
conference CD which will include the lecture presentations
with the authors agreement.

Post Conference
Proceedings

CDs with the proceedings of EICF conferences since 1955
are available from the EICF secretariat.

CONFERENCE INFORMATION
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Jagiellonian University
The Jagiellonian University bear the laudable name of Alma
Mater Lagellonica, which emphasises its historical
antecedence over other Polish universities.Founded by
Kazimierz Wielki (Casimir the Great) in 1364 and, thanks to
Quenn Jadwiga, refounded in 1400 by Władyslaw Jagietto,
it continues its mission in the service of knowledge and
instruction by performing academic research, seeking the
truth and proclaiming it. In all its activities, the University is
guided by the principle of Plus ratio quam vis. This ancient
maxim is the foundation of the university’s values, it guides
the path of development for its employees as well as
graduates and the direction of its everyday activities.

The University has been fulfilling its mission for nearly 650
years, educating generations of talented young people,
broadening their intellectual horizons, searching the truth
and transmitting its findings to successive generations. Iit is
here that Poland’s intellectual elite came of age, and here
that people who influenced the entirety of European culture
gained their knowledge. They include Nicolaus Copernicus
– the man who moved the Earth and stopped the Sun  - and
Karol Wojtyla – later Pope John Paul ll, one of the greatest
authorities of the 20th century. The university nurses its
tradition, prides itself on its pass , and is perpetually
developing. The uniqueness of the Jagiellonian University
stems from the fact that tradition is capably linked with
openness to new ideas and discoveries, to everything that
gives hope to development.

JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY
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Kraków –
the city of old monuments,
churches and universities

Early history

Kraków’s pre-history begins with evidence of a Stone Age
settlement on the present site of the Wawel Hill. According
to a legend, Kraków was built by Krak (hence the name
Krak-ow) above a cave occupied by a terrible dragon. The
first written record of the city’s name dates back to 966.

By the end of the 10th century, the city was a leading trading
centre. Brick buildings were constructed, including Wawel
Castle and a Romanesque church of St. Adalbert.  The city
rose to prominence in 1364, when King Casimir III of Poland
founded the University of Kraków, the second oldest
university in central Europe after the University of Prague.
The city continued to grow under the ruling Jagiellon
dynasty (1386–1572). 

Kraków has always been one of the leading centres of
Polish academic, cultural and artistic life. It  is also one of
Poland’s most important economic centres. It was the
capital of Poland from 1038 to 1596, the capital of the Grand
Duchy of Kraków from 1846 to 1918, and the capital of
Kraków District from the 14th century to 1999. It is now the
capital of the Małopolskie District.

Woodcut showing early Kraków
(from the Nuremberg Chronicle published in 1493)

Golden age

The 15th and 16th centuries were known as Poland’s
Golden Age. Many works of Polish Renaissance art and
architecture were created during that time. During the reign
of Casimir IV, various artists came to work and live in
Kraków, and Johann Haller established a printing press in
the city after Kasper Straube had printed the Calendarium
Cracoviense (the first work printed in Poland in 1473). In
1520, the most famous church bell in Poland, named
Sigismund, was cast by Hans Behem. At that time, Hans
Dürer, a younger brother of Albrecht Dürer, was Sigismund’s
court painter. Hans von Kulmbach made altarpieces for
several churches. 

Sigismund Bell

Hanging of Sigismund Bell in 1521
(painting by Jan Matejko)

1918 to the present

In the Second Polish Republic, Kraków continued being a
major academic and cultural centre with the establishment
of new universities such as the AGH University of Science
and Technology and the Jan Matejko Academy of Fine Arts,
including a number of new and important vocational
schools. 

Following the invasion of Poland in September 1939, the
Nazi German forces turned the city into the capital of the
General Government. Kraków remained relatively
undamaged at the end of World War II. After the war, in the
newly-created suburb of Nowa Huta, the country’s largest
steel mill was constructed, changing Kraków from a
university city to an industrial centre. 

In 1978, UNESCO placed Kraków on the list of World
Heritage Sites. In the same year, Karol Wojtyła was
elevated to the papacy as John Paul II, the first non-Italian
pope in 455 years.

The nineties of the past century
restored the free-market economy in
Poland and introduced numerous
changes to the political system. Along
with these changes, new investments
were made in Kraków, and the city was
developing very rapidly with the most
modern buildings growing in different
town districts.

KRAKÓW
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Geography

Kraków lies in the southern part of Poland, on the Vistula
River, in a valley at the foot of the Carpathian Mountains,
100 kilometres north from the Tatra Mountains.  A part of the
city is located within the ecological “corridor” of the Vistula
River valley, which forms a part of the Pan-European
ecological network.

Cultural monuments

Kraków is the cultural capital of Poland. It was named by the
European Union the official European Capital of Culture for
the year 2000. Each year it attracts about seven million
visitors, mainly foreigners. The most interesting monuments
include the Main Market Square (with the Gothic building of
St. Mary’s Basilica, the Sukiennice Cloth Hall, the Town Hall,
and the oldest church in Kraków - Romanesque church of
St. Adalbert), the Wawel Castle, the National Art Museum,
the Sigismund Bell at the Wawel Cathedral, and the
mediaeval St Florian’s Gate with the Barbican along the
Royal Coronation Route. Kraków has 28 museums and
public art galleries, including Poland’s National Museum and
the Czartoryski Museum, the latter featuring works by
Leonardo da Vinci and Rembrandt.

In 1978, Kraków’s historic centre, which includes the Old
Town, Kazimierz and the Wawel Castle, was included in the
list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites. The Old Town district
of Kraków is home to about six thousand historic sites and
more than two million works of art. Its rich variety of historic
architecture includes Renaissance, Baroque and Gothic
buildings. Kraków’s palaces, churches, theatres and
mansions display great variety of colour, architectural
details, stained glass, paintings, sculptures, and furnishings.

Education

Kraków is a major centre of education with more than twenty
university- or academy-level institutions. Jagiellonian
University, the oldest and best known university in Poland
and ranked by the Times Higher Education Supplement as
the best university in the country, was founded in 1364 as
the Cracow Academy and renamed in 1817 to
commemorate the Jagiellonian dynasty. Its principal
academic asset is the Jagiellonian Library, with more than 4
million volumes, including a large collection of medieval
manuscripts, among others, Copernicus‘ De Revolutionibus
orbium coelestium and the Balthasar Behem Codex. 

AGH University of Science and Technology (former
University of Mining and Metallurgy), established in 1919, is
the second-largest technical university in Poland, with more
than 15 faculties and student enrolment exceeding 30,000.
It was ranked by the Polish edition of Newsweek as the best
technical university in the country for the year 2004. 

Other institutions of higher learning include Cracow
University of Economics, established in 1925; Academy of
Music in Kraków, first conceived as a conservatory in 1888;
Pedagogical University, in operation since 1946; Agricultural
University of Cracow, offering courses since 1890; Academy
of Fine Arts - the oldest Fine Arts Academy in Poland,
founded by the famous Polish
painter Jan Matejko; Ludwik Solski
Academy for the Dramatic Arts;
The Pontifical Academy of
Theology; Cracow University of
Technology, which has more than
37,000 graduates, and numerous
other schools of higher education,
including private schools
established after year 1990.

KRAKÓW
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Conference Programme

Sunday May 16

14:00 – 18:00 Registration

18:00 – 20:00 Reception and exhibition preview

Monday May 17 

08:00 – 09:00 Registration

10:00 – 16:00 Exhibition 

Plenary Session 1: Chairman Carlos Olabe, President of EICF

09:00 – 09:15 Welcome and Official Opening of Conference Prof. Jacek Majchrowski
(Mayor of Kraków)

09:15 – 09:45 Market Review R. Williams (Blayson Olefines),
K Itoh (Japan Foundry Society)

09:45 – 11:15 OEM Forum – markets and prospects Invited senior representatives from
aero, IGT and auto industries

11:15 – 11:45 Break

11:45 – 12:15 Key Note Lecture – Physico-chemical aspects of structural N Sobczak (Foundry Research Inst)
defects in investment castings 

12:15 – 12:45 The latest research related to investment casting M Horacek (Brno University of
at the Brno University of Technology Technology)

12:45 – 14:30 Lunch

Session 2: PRESENTATIONS FROM FOUNDRIES – Lecture Hall 1 Chairman Steven Leyland (Honeywell)

14:30 – 15:00 How to achieve world class Investment Casting G Furgal (WSK Rzeszöw)

15:00 – 15:30 Refractory Ceramic Fibre (RCF) – the search for safer
alternatives S Irwin (Rolls-Royce)

15:30 – 16:00 Business Changes through non-contact laser probes I Dominguez (PCB)

16:00 – 16:30 Break

16:30 – 16:45 Ageing control method for wax pattern etchants and solvents G Artola (Alfalan)

16:45 – 17:00 “Rethink your future” G Bell (A W Bell)

17:00 – 17:15 Determination of shell weight variation M Kopta (WSK Rzeszöw)

Session 3: PATTERNS AND SHELLS – Lecture Hall 2 Chairman Giuseppe Facchini
(Precicast)

14:30 – 14:50 Does it make sence to reclaim your own wax material S Barnett (Incast)

14:50 - 15:10 Investment casting waxes – supply guarantee and quality J Abraham (Romonto)
management in relation to changes in the global market
conditions

15:10 – 15:30 Ash values, their nature and their influence in reclaim waxes J Machielse (Paramelt)
on investment casting qualities

15:30 – 15:50 Advances in wax testing P Hancock (Blayson)

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
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15:50 – 16:20 Break

16:20 – 16:50 Look through shell by X-Ray Micro Tomography Lu Zhigang (Tsinghua University)

16:50 – 17:15 Process and economic benefits realized with a new binder M Bijvoet (Ransom & Randolph)
system

Drinks will be served throughout the day in the exhibition hall for delegates to take refreshments and visit the
exhibition booths at their convenience.

CONFERENCE BANQUET IN THE WIELICZKA SALT MINE
Guests depart from Sheraton Hotel 18.30hr

Tuesday May 18

10:00 – 12:00 Exhibition 

Session 4: ADVANCED MATERIALS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS – Chairman Franz Feikus
Lecture Hall 1 

09:00 – 09:30 Standardisation and optimisation of DS/SC – Bridgman S Hollad (RWTH Aachen)
technique for Ni-base alloys

09:30 – 10:00 Investment casting technology for the manufature of TiAl low O Kättlitz (ACCESS)
pressure turbine blades in centrifugal casting – casting
technology and quality assurance

10:00 – 10:30 The latest trend in superalloys for gas turbines T Khan (ONERA)

10:30 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 11:30 Insight on the use of Fused Alumina and Silica free solutions D Frulli (Imerys)
for the casting of Ni/Co based superalloys and Titanium alloys

11:30 – 12:00 Study of the solidification features of investment casting P Egizabal (Tecnalia - Inasmet)
aluminium alloys reinforced with ceramic particulates

Session 5: PROCESS CONTROL:- Lecture Hall 2 Chairmen Werner Blank,
Virgilio Oliveira (after break)

09:00 – 09:30 Technical Advances in Process Control J Byrne (VA Technology)
Shell Manufacturing Systems

09:30 – 10:00 Automation and process control in the wax room - B Phipps (MPI)
case studies

10:00 – 10:30 Autoclave NT for gentle dewaxing of ceramic shells M Kügelgen (MK Technology)
High speed drying for Rapid Investment Casting

10:30 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 11:30 Healthy Shell - How a robust shell will survive dewax C Whitehouse (Minco)

11:30 – 12:00 Evaluating the true cost of melting stock U Svensson (Uddeholm)

Session 6: RESEARCH – Lecture Hall 3 Chairman Dr Javier Coleto
(Inasmet-Tecnalia)

09:00 – 09:30 The investment Casting Research Laboratory – J Michalski
processes, technology and materials investigations (Rzeszöw & Warsaw Universities)

09:30 – 10:00 The quantitative evaluation of gamma prime phase in J Cwajna
nickel-based superalloys (Silesian University of Technology)

10:00 – 10:30 Ceramic moulds production process time optimization using R Monleone (SUPSI / Precicast)
innovative contactless microwave moisture measurement
method

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
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10:30 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 12:00 Investment casting at Foundry Research Institute in Kraków J Sobczak (FRI)

POSTERS: Lecture Hall 3

Advanced superalloys for small engines K Harris et.al. (Cannon Muskegon)

Study of the surface reactions in Ni-based superalloys J Michalska
modified with Co Al2O4 inoculant (Silesian University of Tech)

Analysis of microstructure and orientation of freckles in M Sozańska (Silesian Uni. of Tech.)
single crystal castings made of PWA1426 nickel-base
superalloy

13:00 – 16:00 Visit to Foundry Research Institute, Kraków

Wednesday May 19

08:00 – 18:00 (approx) Visit to WSK Rzeszőw and Rzeszőw University casting research centre

The EICF reserve the right to amend the published programme if circumstances change
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Booth Number Exhibitor

1 Longwear Products

2 Uddeholm Tooling AB

3 ROMONTA Bergwerks Holding AG

4 Mayo Engineering Ltd – Modtech Machines Pvt Ltd

5 INASMET – Tecnalia

6 LBBC Technologies

7 ALD Vacuum Technologies GmbH

8 VA Technology Ltd

9 Ashland-Südchemie-Kernfest GmbH

10 IFME – Imerys Foundry Minerals Europe

11 Voxeljet Technology GmbH

12 Igor Lanik

13 MK Technology GmbH

14 Magna Industrials Ltd

15 IMC

16 Avignon Ceramics SAS

17 Cannon Muskegon

18 Ransom & Randolph

19 Cleveland Tool & Machine, Inc

20 Paramelt B.V.

21 Blayson Olefines Ltd

22 Remet UK Ltd

23 Firth Rixson Metals Ltd

24 Seco/Warwick S.A.

25 Solar Impianti

26 Consarc Engineering

27 Cast Metals Federation
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Stand 1

Longwear Products Limited
Contact: Jan Lyne – Sales Manager
(Special Alloys) 

Longwear Products Limited
Pleasant Street
West Bromwich
West Midlands
B70 7DP
UK

Tel: +44 (0) 121 500 4590
Fax: +44 (0) 121 500 4599
Web: www.longwear.co.uk

Profile
Longwear Products Limited is a UK based manufacturer of (AIM) Air
Induction Melted Ingots primarily for the worldwide Investment
Casting Industry.
A comprehensive range of materials can be produced in
conveniently sized 5kg Ingots which include – Low Alloy Steel,
Stainless and Duplex Alloy, Nickel Alloys and Cobalt Alloys.
Longwear have commissioned a new Inductotherm melting / refining
facility which further enhances the levels of service and quality
already achieved.
Longwear also offer a comprehensive supply service for toll melting
and blending of customers material, the supply of vacuum melted
alloys, supply of non ferrous alloys and certified scraps if required.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES
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Stand 2

Uddeholm AB
Contact: Ulrika Svensson & Kerstin Klementsson

Uddeholm AB
683 85 HAGFORS
Sweden

Tel: +46-563-17 000
Fax: +46-563-17 461
Web: www.uddeholm.com

Profile
Uddeholm is the world’s leading supplier of tool steel, producing
Swedish steel to more than 100,000 customers in over 100
countries. Our presence on every continent guarantees the same
high quality wherever you have your business. Since the start in
1668, we have built a reputation as the most innovative tool steel
producer in the world. One of the innovations is our outstanding
granules, Uddeholm Granshot™, which are used by foundries
worldwide. Our certified melting stock offers a comprehensive range
of materials in almost any grade, eliminating the need for further
alloying.

Stand 3

ROMONTA Bergwerks
Holding AG
Contact: Nico Strahl

ROMONTA Bergwerks Holding AG
Chausseestrasse 1
06317 Amsdorf
Germany

Tel: +49 34601 40154
Fax: +49 34601 40186
E-Mail: Nico.Strahl@romonta.de

Profile
ROMONTA - this is more than 85 years of expertise in technical
waxes
- research and development
- production and 
- complete service.
ROMONTA provides the industry with ROMOCAST-Investment
Casting Waxes which can be adjusted to meet your special
requirements in terms of technological parameters.
In addition to a range of superior quality products of virgin and
reclaimed pattern and runner waxes, bonding waxes, dipping waxes
and other specialities the customized problem solving takes the
centre stage.
ROMOCAST waxes are manufactured using the strictest quality
control mechanism.
ROMONTA provides specialist advisory services and an efficient
laboratory.

Stand 4

Mayo Engineering Ltd –
Modtech Machines Pvt Ltd
Contact: David Morson, Richard Hirst

Argyll House
20 Heath Avenue
Mansfield
NG18 3EU
UK

Tel: +44 (0)1623 414491
Fax: +44 (0) 1623 414495
Web: www.mayoengineering.com

Profile
Manufacturing and supplying Modtech “Ensign” and “Evol” range
wax injection machines from 5 to 300 tons clamping force, and
Modtech “Ceram” ceramic injection machines from 20 to 100 tons
clamping force, with an extensive range of accessories, and options
available.
Modtech wax room wax handling systems, including fixed and
mobile wax holding tanks, with rapid wax melting if required.
Comprehensive range of Modtech shell room equipment including
slurry mixers, fluidised beds, raining cabinets, and automated shell
room solutions.
Modtech automated metal pouring systems and shell knockout
machines.
Modtech are automation specialists, with our own extensive in
house design team. 
Used investment casting equipment merchants and stockists.
We are always interested in buying surplus foundry related
equipment, from single machines to complete factories.
Worldwide sales and service from our bases in the UK and India,
with sales agents worldwide.

MEMBER

MEMBER MEMBER
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Stand 5

Fundación INASMET – Tecnalia
Contact: Pedro Egizabal, Javier Coleto

Fundación Inasmet-Tecnalia
Parque Tecnológico de Miramón
Paseo Mikeletegi, 2
20009 San Sebastián
Spain

Tel: +34 943 00 37 00
Fax: +34 943 00 38 00
Web: www.inasmet.es

Profile
INASMET-Tecnalia is a leading private non-profit Research
Organisation in the field of advanced materials and manufacturing
processes for the Aerospace Industry. With more than 50 years
heritage in the field of Foundry processes, INASMET-Tecnalia offers
its customers an extensive background in rapid prototyping and
investment casting encompassing a large number of aerospace
alloys, ranging from lightweight aluminium, magnesium or MMCs for
low temperature applications, to titanium, steel or nickel based
superalloys for an extensive range of high temperature applications. 
The qualified group of experts in Metallurgy and Casting processes
of INASMET-Tecnalia provides a powerful workforce for a true
cooperation with our customers in the field of Aeronautics and
Space with full industrial capabilities for product development, from
design and process simulation up to prototype development and
short serial production. 
INASMET-Tecnalia’s services range include prototype pilot plants
and laboratories for heat treatment, surface engineering (plasma
spray and other technologies), finishing, testing, characterisation
and in-service behaviour, including corrosion, fatigue and other
mechanical tests, tribology, etc.

Stand 6

LBBC Technologies
Contact: John Eastwood

Beechwood Street
Stanningley
Leeds
LS28 6PT
UK

Tel: +44 113 256 2155
Fax: +44 113 256 3509
Web: www.lbbctechnologies.com

Profile
LBBC Technologies are the leading supplier of the mould dewaxing
system, the BoilerclaveTM, and complex ceramic core removal
systems.
The BoilerclaveTM is acknowledged as the global leader in steam
dewaxing with over 600 units worldwide providing LBBC
Technologies with unrivalled experience in the field of dewaxing. All
units incorporate the QuicklockTM safety door and many other
innovative features, the system provides the optimum  dewaxing
operation for the modern foundry. The pressure vessel is
manufactured and fully approved within the UK ensuring many
years of safe operation.
The core removal autoclave system is similarly acknowledged as
the most effective and safe method for removing silica based
complex ceramic cores from blades and vanes.
With tailored service contracts available globally from the well
resourced support department , it is clear why LBBC Technologies
are the preferred supplier for leading Investment Casting foundries
throughout the world.

Stand 7

ALD Vacuum Technologies
GmbH
Contact: Ulrich Betz, Georg Jarczyk

ALD Vacuum Technologies GmbH
Wilhelm-Rohn-Straße 35
63450 Hanau
Germany

Tel: +49 (0) 6181 307-0
Fax: +49 (0) 6181 307-3299
Web: www.ald-vt.de

Profile
ALD is a global supplier of processes and services in the field of
vacuum process technology. The company is the world-wide market
leader in vacuum metallurgy and the technology leader in vacuum
heat treatment. In the field vacuum investment casting ALD offers
the advanced VIM-IC furnace design taking into account all
requirements of the foundry industry. With these technological
specialities ALD is a strong partner of important and growing
branches of industry. Next to engineering vacuum process
equipment, ALD’s second business strategy is “Own & Operate", i.e.
operating company-owned plants as a service for customers, ideally
complementing ALD's range of capabilities. ALD serves a
demanding group of international customers with a strong global
presence including branches in North America, Japan, Britain,
Russia and more than 70 representative offices around the world.

Stand 8

VA Technology Ltd
Contact: Jim Bryne

Halesfield 9
Telford
TF7 4QW
UK

UK +44 1952 585252
Germany +49 607 448 5831
USA +01 330 220 2600
China +86 139 853 13657
Web: www.vatech.co.uk

Profile
VA Technology Ltd specialises in the design and manufacture of
Complete Shell Manufacturing Systems and Equipment. The
product range extends from simple manual operated equipment
thro’ to completely automated ceramic shell manufacturing systems
and includes slurry tanks, rainfall sanders, fluidized beds, conveyor
systems, drying systems, environmental control systems, IC-Robots
systems, and the IC-QL Shell management system.  The company
additionally manufactures a range of automated gate grinding
systems, advanced mixing systems, and metal pouring systems.
Project capability and experience includes complete Foundry
Automation Systems.
VA Technology Ltd provides technical customer support from its
locations in UK, Germany, USA, and China.
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Stand 9

Ashland-Südchemie-Kernfest
GmbH
Contact: Ulrich S. Sievers

Reisholzstrasse 16-18
D-40721 Hilden
Germany

Tel: +49 (0) 211 7110 30
Fax: +49(0) 211 7110 335
Web: www.ask-chemicals.de / www.hi-tech-ceramics.com

Profile
ASK Chemicals is a Network-of –competency for the Foundry.
Ashland-Südchemie-Kernfest GmbH (ASK Chemicals)is the leading
manufacturer of high-quality customized products for the foundry
industry. Süd-Chemie Hi-Tech Ceramics Inc. belongs to this
Network-of-Competency since 2008. Hi-Tech Ceramics developed
fully sintered reticulated foam ceramics in the early 1980's thereby
opening the door for the filtration of high temperature alloys. This
breakthrough has led to higher quality, cleaner metal and yield
improvements for investment casters and steel foundries worldwide.
The major application for reticulated ceramics as molten metal filters
has well proven their thermal stability, thermal shock resistance,
high surface area and predictable flow characteristics. Hi-Tech
Ceramics has fine tuned these properties, as well as others, to
successfully filter superalloys, steel, iron as well as non-ferrous
metals used in the aerospace, automotive, railroad and mining
industries. With its application specialists and R&D team, Hi-Tech is
totally committed to providing its customers with the best in filtration
technology. With the introduction of patented edge-coated products,
gate filters, Hi-Tech maintains its technical leadership position in
ferrous filtration.

Stand 10

IFME – Imerys Foundry Minerals
Europe
Contact: Danilo Frulli

Imerys Foundry Minerals Europe
154, Rue de l’Université
75007 Paris (France)

info@ifme.eu
Tel: +33 (0) 1 49 55 65 63
Fax: +33 (0) 1 49 55 65 55
Web: www.ifme.eu

Profile
IFME is the Imerys European branch dedicated to the foundry and
Investment Casting industry.
Imerys is a world leader in mining and processing minerals for a
large number of industrial applications. The group operates 115
mining sites all over the world and supplies the industry with a large
number of solutions based on 29 different minerals.
IFME supplies the Investment Casting industry with Fused Alumina,
Fused Mullite and Molochite™, the world famous calcined kaolin
produced in Cornwall, offering unparalleled performance for
Ceramic shell back-up due to its low and linear thermal expansion
and its slurry stability.
Furthermore, in close relationship with Treibacher Schleifmittel and
with the Imerys Research Center for Refractories and Abrasive,
IFME has developed new solutions based on White Fused Alumina,
specifically designed for the casting of highly reactive alloys.
The sales and technical team of IFME will be pleased to welcome
you at EICF conference and discuss the most appropriate mineral
solution for your investment casting process.

Stand 11

Voxeljet Technology GmbH
Contact: Stefanie Feneberg

Voxeljet Technology GmbH
Am Mittleren Moos 15
86167 Augsburg
Germany

Tel: +49 0821 74 83 - 440
Fax: +49 0821 74 83 – 111
Web: www.voxeljet.com

Profile
“Voxeljet Technology” founded in 1999 by Ingo Ederer operates on
different fields, for example:
Service: moulds for casting, cast parts or plastic parts are produced
according to CAD-Data and customer specifications.
Machine manufacturer: industrial 3D-printing-solutions to
professionals who search highest productivity and reliability at low
running costs. The enormous building speed and the large build
volume ensure that these systems are the right choice for the fast
and economic production of your prototypes and small batches.”

Stand 12

Igor Lánik
Contact: Josef Krijsa

Chrudichromská 2376/17
680 01 Boskovice
Czech Republic

Tel: +420 516 428 460
Fax: +420 516 428 499
Web: www.lanik.eu

Profile
Igor Láník - Techservis Boskovice is a private company founded in
1991. The company supplies refractory ceramics for the Foundry
Industry all over the world. The main products are ceramic foam
filters for application with aluminium, iron and steel alloys.
The company has also a strong product portfolio focused on
investment casting foundries like pouring cups SL-C and SMA-M,
ceramic foam filters VUKOPOR HT, ceramic rods and crosses, kiln
cars, etc. In 2009 LANIK company established, together with Clan
Ceramics Consultancy Ltd. (UK), a plant for ceramic cores MP
production. We have the capability to produce cores from a basic
shapes to the most complex cores for equiax, directional
solidification and single crystal technology as well.
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Stand 13

MK Technology GmbH
Contact: Michael Kügelgen

Robert-Koch-Str. 11
53501 Grafschaft
Germany

Tel: +49 2225 8887-0
Fax: +49 2225 8887-10
Web: www.mk-technology.com

Profile
MK Technology GmbH was founded in 1997 by graduate engineer
Michael Kügelgen. The company is situated in Grafschaft, close to
Bonn and deals with the development, production and sales of
specialist machines for vacuum and investment casting in the field
of rapid prototyping and rapid production. 70 – 90 % of the MK
machinery is exported all over the world.
Some years ago MK Technology created an innovative high-speed
drying technology for investment casting reducing the shell
production time from seven days to 4 – 6 hours only. Apart from the
Cyclone machine - a compact shell building factory for rapid
prototyping, MK Technology offers the High Speed Drying Tunnel
and complete investment casting lines for mass production including
robots, slurry tanks and sanders for shells up to one ton. Most
recent product innovations are autoclaves in different sizes for the
dewaxing of investment casting shells.

Stand 14

Magna Industrials Ltd
Contact: Paul Harris

Magna Industrials Limited
Rissington Business Park
Upper Rissington
Cheltenham
Glos
GL54 2QB
UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1451 821775
Fax: +44 (0) 1451 824159
Web: www.magna-industrials.com

Profile
Magna Industrials Limited is a specialist refractory products
company which has been supplying the Investment Casting Industry
with Isostatically pressed crucibles since it’s formation in 1976.
Crucibles are manufactured in alumina, chrome alumina, magnesia
and zirconia.  The crucibles are available in a number of different
moulds and range in size from 1kg to 500kg capacity of steel.

Stand 15

IMC S.A.
Contact: Marc Gelbard

Avenue d’Italie 32
1050 Bruxelles
Belgique - Belgium

Tel: +32  2  675 34 60
Fax: +32  2  675 32 42
E-mail: imc@imcbelgium.be

Profile
Founded more than 25 years ago, IMC is a technically oriented
sales and distribution organization. We have a lot of experience and
expert knowledge in the field of investment casting. With our
multilingual team, we are very active all over Continental Europe
and Russia, where we are major suppliers of equipment, raw
materials, and accessories used in precision foundry (lost wax
process). We also provide our customers with technical support. We
are certified ISO 9001:2008.
Our range of products comprises MPI wax injection, conditioning
and assembly equipment; A.W. Bell finishing equipment; dewaxing
equipment; waxes; refractory materials; binders; cobalt aluminate;
Remelt Sources Inc. air melt alloys and IMM (Japan) vacuum melt
alloys; MRI ceramic pouring cups, support rods and vent plugs; Hi-
Tech ceramic foam filters; crucibles and liners.

Stand 16

Avignon Ceramics SAS
Contact: Didier Dumont

Route de Noirlac
18200 Bruère-Allichamps
France

Tel: +33 (0)2 48 62 03 70
Fax: +33 (0)2 48 61 02 22
Web: www.avignonceramic.com

Profile
Avignon Ceramic is an independent company which develops and
manufactures ceramic cores and other technical ceramics
(especially rods and plugs) for the Investment Casting industry. With
20 years of experience in design & production of ceramic cores,
Avignon Ceramic offers a wide range of products of various sizes
and shapes (from some millimetres to nearly 1 meter and from very
simple to the most complex shapes) and dedicated to a wide range
of markets : aerospace, IGT, medical, automotive, general industry.
Avignon Ceramic offers high pressure, slurry and pouring capacities
and has developed several materials to meet final applications at
the investment casters’ : EQX, DS and SX. Avignon Ceramic also
offers wax injection and assembly capacities, with a complete
workshop entirely dedicated to this production.
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Stand 17

Canon-Muskegon Corp.
Contact: Jean-Frangois Donchery

European Office
46 Avenue Kleber
92700 Colombes
France

Tel: +33 1 4119 6000
Fax: +33 1 4769 1429
Web: www.c-mgroup.com

Profile
The C-M group supply premium quality air and vacuum melt alloys
including AOD refined alloy, stainless base duplex Nickel base and
Cobalt base.
They are the preferred supplier to many gas turbine companies with
their patented alloys CMSX 4, CMSX 4 + Y&La, weldable CM 939,
CM186, CMSX 486.
Large inventory is kept in a bonded warehouse located in Paris in
both AIM/AOD/CC alloys and Vacuum alloys.
C-M quality products are backed by expert technical service teams
and delivery facilities.

Stand 18

Ransom & Randolph
Contact: Jean-Pierre Suberville

Ransom & Randolph
3535 Briarfield Blvd
Maumee, OH  43537
United States

Tel: (419)865-9497 (US); +44 020 8833 4432 (UK)
Fax: (419)865-9997 (US); +44 020 8804 0127 (UK)
Web: www.ransom-randolph.com

Profile:
Ransom & Randolph (R&R) is an international manufacturer and
supplier of ceramic shell and solid mold investment casting
materials with production facilities in Europe, Asia and the United
States.
The R&R product line includes high-performance ceramic shell
binders (Matrixcote® concentrate, Matrixsol®, Customcote®,
Deluxcote®, Fascote®, Primcote® , and Keycote® binders);
refractories (Mulgrain alumina silica, Euro-Sil™ alumina silica,
Ranco-Sil® fused silica and zircon); colloidal silica (BINDZIL® and
Levasil®); core materials; and block mould investment materials.  In
addition, R&R supplies pour cups, Glasweve filters, and represents
Pacific Kiln as their EU distribution for FlashFire dewax ovens,
Precision Burnout Furnaces, slurry mixers, knockout equipment,
barrel rain sanders and fluidized beds.
R&R employs a full technical application staff in the EU and US
specifically for customer assistance.  This team is available for
process audits, general problem solving and new material
implementation. 
R&R’s US headquarters houses a full research and development
staff as well as a mini-foundry used to provide customers with
products that fit their specific needs and to assist in improving
customer production processes.

Stand 19

Cleveland Tool & Machine, Inc.
Contact: Douglas Neece

5240 Smith Road
Brook Park, Ohio 44142
USA

Tel: +01 216 267 6010
Fax: +01 216 267 6011
Web: www.clevtool.com

Profile
Cleveland Tool and Machine a.k.a. CTM  specializes in the design
and manufacture of Wax Injection and Ceramic Injection Machinery
in C-Frame and Four Post styles in sizes from 12 Tons to 150 Tons.
The machines are offered with a variety of control and process
options to enhance quality and productivity.
Technical and process training upon request.
Currently have equipment in 16 countries.
Representatives: UK and Europe - Mercia CTM  Mr. Allan Clift
Japan - Admat Corporation – Mr. K Sakai
Russia Ukraine - Vacuumtech - Mr. A. Petrov
China - ZSQ Spring Mr. Wang Jun

Stand 20

Paramelt - Argüeso
Contact: John Machielse, Mikael Dahlström

Paramelt B.V.
Costerstraat 18
NL 1700 AB Heerhugowaard
The Netherlands

Tel: +31- (0) 725750600
Fax: +31 (0) 725750699
Web: www.paramelt.com / www.argueso.com

Profile
Paramelt is Europe’s largest manufacturer of specialty wax blends.
With the recent acquisition of M. Argüeso & Co, Paramelt has
become the global leader in investment casting waxes with a
comprehensive range of Paracast® and Cerita® products. Argüeso
holds patents on various special Cerita® products like Solu-Glo,
filler technology and has a reclaim technology which produces
extremely low ash reclaim products. Paramelt – Argüeso supplies
the full range of pattern, runner, reclaim, soluble, sticky and patching
waxes in various shapes like pastilles, slabs, billets and extruded
forms. 
Paramelt – Argüeso is the only investment casting wax company
with a global manufacturing presence in Europe (Netherlands), USA
and Asia (China). With our long historical experience and global
sales & technical team, we are dedicated to be your partner and
eliminate production problems and lower your total costs of
production at increased quality.
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Stand 21

Blayson Olefines Ltd
Contact: David Morson, Richard Hirst

Blayson Olefines Ltd
Denny Industrial Centre
Pembroke Avenue
Waterbeach
Cambridge
CB25 9QP
UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 861491
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 441500
Web: www.blayson.com

Profile
Blayson is the leading European specialist manufacturer of superior
quality investment casting wax, ancillary materials and services to
the global investment casting industry.
A comprehensive range of virgin and recycled wax materials
includes Pattern, Runner, Soluble, Adhesive and Repair wax etc.
In addition Trisol 60 Plus pattern wash and silicone and non-silicone
mould release agents are supplied.
Product forms now include reclaim wax billets, injected runner bars
and injected soluble cores.
Blayson's comprehensive product range is backed by pro-active
technical support provided by a team of wax and process experts.
Blayson is the UK representative of MPI Systems market leading
wax injection, conditioning and assembly equipment.

Stand 22

Remet UK Ltd
Contact : Bob Brown

44 Riverside II
Sir Thomas Longley Road
Rochester 
Kent 
ME2 4DP
UK

Tel: +44 16 34 22 62 40
Fax: +44 16 34 22 62 41
Web: www.remet.com

Profile
Remet is the leading global supplier of Precision Investment Casting
- Wax, Shell, Furnace room and Dressing department consumables.
Whatever the alloy or end application we have made the materials
and expertise to match.
Remet designs and manufactures a full range of proven and
bespoke Pattern, Riser, Sticktite, Utility waxes and Extrusions, as
well as providing comprehensive closed and open loop reclamation
facilities.
Our leading REMASOL and ADBOND range of colloidal silica
binders, is also complemented by  the Ludox range and other exotic
binder systems such as TiCoat for the casting of reactive alloys.
To accompany this offering, REMET also offers a full range of
refractories, refractory shapes, crucibles and dressing materials.

Stand 23

Firth Rixson Metals Ltd
Contact : Shaun Smith, Julia Cameron

Firth Rixson Metals Ltd
Shepley Street
Glossop
SK13 7SA
UK

Tel: +44 (0) 114 2193415, +44 (0) 114 2193847
Web: www.firthrixson.com

Profile
Firth Rixson Metals are a leading supplier of VIM, ESR, Cast,
Forged and Rolled Superalloys to the worldwide Aerospace,
Automotive, IGT, Medical, Chemical and Nuclear industries. With a
keen focus for quality, alloy performance and technical and
customer support, Firth Rixson Metals has become the ‘One Stop
Shop’ to manage all your material requirements.

Stand 24

Seco/Warwick S.A.
Contact: Artur Wiechczynski

Seco/Warwick S.A.
8 Sobieskiego Str
66-200 Swiebodzin
Poland

Tel: +48 (0) 684111 688
Fax: +48 (0) 683821 729
Web: www.secowarwick.com.pl

Profile
The business of the SECO/WARWICK Group includes production
of five main product groups: vacuum heat treatment furnaces,
aluminum heat exchanger brazing systems, aluminum heat
treatment systems, atmospheric furnaces and vacuum metallurgy
furnaces. The last group includes Vacuum Induction Melting/Casting
furnaces dedicated for Investment Casting.
The SECO/WARWICK Group has subsidiaries located in five
countries, on three continents and has a track of more than 1,000
installations in over 48 countries worldwide. Some of the main
markets in which our customers operate are the automotive,
aviation, energy, medical and petro-chemical industry. Our
customers include such industrial giants as Bosch, Siemens, Valeo,
Pratt & Whitney, General Electric, Honeywell, Ford, Volkswagen and
Rolls-Royce.

MEMBER MEMBER

MEMBER MEMBER
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Stand 25

Solar Impianti
Contact: Goldoni Roberto

Via Romagna 35,
41053 Maranello Modena,
Italy

Tel: +39 (0)536 943014
Fax: +39 (0)536 942001
Web: www.solarimpianti.com

Profile
Since 1984 Solar Impianti has designed, manufactured and installed
“turnkey” furnaces, industrial dryers and plants for the production,
finishing and heat treatment of various materials and products using
gas, electric and infra-red heating systems.
Investment Casting: Solar Impianti has now had over two decades’
experience in the design and manufacture of furnaces for burn-out,
firing and pre-heating ceramic moulds.
We develop:
Pushing tunnel furnaces;
Batch furnaces: bogie hearth and fixed-hearth.
Our customers include leading international companies in the fields
of industry, aeronautics and energy, even orthopaedics and art.

Stand 26

Consarc Engineering
Contact: Allan Kay

9 Woodside
Eurocentral
Holytown
Scotland
ML1 4XL
UK

Tel: +44 1698 730430
Fax: +44 1698 730431
Web: www.consarceng.com

Profile
As part of the Inductotherm Group of companies, with more than 40
years specialist experience in advanced furnace technology,
Consarc design and manufacture vacuum and controlled
atmosphere furnace equipment for the following processes:
Vacuum Induction Melting and Casting
Vacuum Precision Casting – Equiax, Directional Solidification and
Single crystal
Vacuum Heat Treatment and Brazing
Vacuum Arc Remelting
Electroslag Remelting
Induction Skull Melting and casting of reactive alloys
Investment Casting
Consarc are a world leading supplier of vacuum precision casting
furnaces.  At this exhibition Consarc will be displaying the latest
equipment and developments in this field including:-
Latest design configurations for high productivity Equiax Vacuum
Precision Casting Furnaces.
State of the art technology for Directional Solidification and Single
Crystal Casting furnaces.
Induction skull melting furnaces for casting reactive and high purity
metals.

Stand 27

Cast Metals Federation
Contact: John Parker

National Metalforming Centre
47 Birmingham Road
West Bromwich
B70 6PY
UK

Tel: +44 121 601 6397 
Fax: +44 121 601 6391 
Web: www.castmetalsfederation.com

Profile
The Cast Metals Federation is the national trade association for the
UK cast metals industry, with foundry and supplier members in the
UK and overseas covering all casting processes and metals.
With a significant number of investment casting foundries operating
in the UK, the Federation has a key role in this important sector of
the casting industry. Members are supported in all aspects of their
day to day business, centred around trade, raw materials, industry
costs, health, safety and the environment, as well as technical
issues.
Many of the services and activities have been built around the
support previously provided by the British Investment Casting Trade
Association and this extends to the wide array of BICTA technical
publications covering all aspects of the investment casting process,
castings defects and metal specifications. The Federation also has
available, copies of proceedings from British, European and World
investment casting conferences.

MEMBER MEMBER



Technical Sessions

Monday 17th May, 2010

Welcome to the EICF 27th International Conference
“European Heritage”

Auditorium Maximum in the Jagiellonian University

09:00 – 09:15
Official Opening of Conference

MARKETS AND OEM FORUM
Chairman: Dr Carlos Olabe, President of EICF

09:15 – 09:45
Market Review
R. Williams (Blayson Olefines)

Abstract: The Review of World Investment Casting Markets
has become a regular feature of investment casting
conferences.  However in these difficult economic times is
more relevant and important than ever for all involved in the
industry.  
By reviewing the current state of global investment casting,
companies large and small can gain an understanding of the
changes and trends occurring and importantly have a view
of how investment casting is likely to fare in the future. 

Ronald Williams is currently Managing Director of The
Blayson Group Ltd and is responsible for the Company’s
global operations and activities.

He has over 25 years’ experience of the investment casting
industry and has had the privilege of working closely with
the major Worldwide associations, institutes and companies
concerning investment casting.  He is currently a Board
member of the European Investment Casters’ Federation.

Combining this connection with his industry experience, he
has been able to present numerous studies and reviews of
the World investment casting market.

E-Mail: ronwilliams@blayson.com

Review of Investment Casting Market for Korea, Taiwan
and Japan in 2009
Mr. Kenji Itoh (Japan Foundry Society)

Abstract: The information of Japan market is based on the
statistic data and investigation results given by Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry and JFS, Inc. And the
Information of Korea and Taiwan markets, which was given
by Dr. Kang Whang Jin, NIB and Dr. Koho Yang, National
Kaohsiung University, is based on the data of “JFS
International Investment Casting Seminar 2009” in Tokyo,
Japan on September 2009.
The investment casting markets had been growing up in
Korea, Taiwan and Japan until the third quarter of 2008.
After that, however, the situation has changed due to the
worldwide recession and the influence continues up to the
present time.
In Japan market, the production of the casting for gas
turbine has remained stable. But that of the casting for
automobile is decreased drastically in the 1st quarter of
2009 and is making a mild recovery from 2nd quarter of
2009 by the official support of the Japanese government.

In Korea, it was 10% production growth in the first half of
2008 against previous year but was decreased up to
30~40% due to global economy shock in second half of
2008. Especially, export sales was shrunk more than 50%
and recorded very low operational rate and very bad
business situation in many foundries.
However, the amount of the order of investment castings
occupies the increasing tendency little by little as a result of
hitting the cyclical bottom in the first quarter of 2010, and it
recovers to the production level in the first half of 2008.
In Taiwan market, the total turnout, from the second half of
2008 to the first half of 2009, has dramatically slipped down
about 60 % and is estimated only 134 million US dollars.

Mr. Kenji Itoh found work with a master degree of the Metal
Process Engineering of Tohoku University in 1978. 
In Hitachi Metals Ltd., he had been working from 1978 to
2009. Afterward, he was on loan to Japan Foundry Society,
Inc. 

Since August 2009 he is a technical leader of JFS.

E-Mail: itoh@foundry.jp

09:45 – 11:15
OEM Forum
Facilitator: R Williams 

11:45 – 12:15
Physico-chemical aspects of structural defects in
investment castings 
(Key note lecture)
Prof. N Sobczak
Natalia Sobczak, Jerzy Sobczak, Rajiv Asthana, Robert
Purgert

Abstract: The paper discusses the current state in the field
of high-temperature liquid state materials science and its
application for practical aspects of investment castings with
special attention to such high-temperature phenomena as:

liquid metal wettability 
spreading 
infiltration,
bubble growth due to the formation of gaseous reaction
products or mould gasification
liquid metal shrinkage and expansion,
the formation of nonmetallic inclusions, 
change in mould dimensions due to high reactivity between
a molten metal and a mould
secondary liquid metal oxidation.

Several examples of high-temperature tests are discussed
in order to demonstrate methodological,  scientific and
practical aspects of materials selection and process
development for investment casting.

Prof. Natalie Sobczak is a Head of the Centre for High
Temperature Studies at the Foundry Research Institute in
Cracow. Earned her PhD. degree from St. Petersburg State
Polytechnic University. The topics of her scientific and
research activities include high temperature phenomena,
wettability behaviour in liquid metal/ceramic systems, theory
and practice of metal and ceramic matrix composites,
synthesis of advanced and specialty materials (high-tech). 

E-mail: natalie@iod.kraków.pl 
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12:15 – 12:45
The Latest Research related to investment casting at
the BUT.
Prof M Horáček - Brno University of Technology.

Abstract: In this article the latest research activities at the
BUT focused to the still growing “net shape” technology of
“lost wax process” or more often used term “investment
casting technology” will be described. There are several
groups of researchers at the BUT working on different topics
which are listed below (together with the group ś leader e-
mails):

„Rapid castings“ (horacek@fme.vutbr.cz)

In the first mentioned area in which the dominant issue is
using technology of rapid prototyping (RP) we can split the
latest research activities into three major groups:

„Rapid commercial castings”
The main goal was to prove a possibility of manufacturing a
quick (rapid) and accurate casting of commercial type or
even better a small series of say 20-30 castings. The main
task was to optimize the technology of making such castings
by using one of the RP methods (in our case the FDM) for
manufacture of “a master pattern” followed by making wax
patterns in a silicone mould. It can be stated in general that
for small series of castings the production of wax patterns
using the silicon master mould is a fully satisfactory method
both from the dimensional and surface quality viewpoints.

“Simulation of the wax filling into silicone mould”
The main goal was to find out the necessary data for

possible simulation of wax flow during the pouring of wax
into a silicone mould.

“Production of knee replacement castings”
The main goal was not only to optimize the technology

described above but also to improve the shape of the knee
casting to minimize the needed operation (minimum surgical
action when preparing a bone for knee replacement)

„Thermal processes in pouring into ceramic shells”
(roucka@fme.vutbr.cz)

In the second area the main objective was to find out the
influence of surrounding conditions to the rate of cooling and
of course also to crystallization of selected alloys when
pouring into the ceramic shells made by investment casting
process. Many practical experiments have been done
results of which enabled also to precise a database for
simulation software. 

„Ti – Al alloys for High-Added-Value Castings“
(zemcik@fme.vutbr.cz)

The third above mentioned area of research activities at the
BUT is connected with new potential alloys based on Al – Ti.
These alloys are difficult to cast and also having a special
requirements for the material of the ceramic shell (reactivity,
strength, etc.) Therefore a new composition of shell has
been developed and also a model for simulation of thermal
stresses has been introduced. 

Prof Milan Horáček is Senior Lecturer, Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, Institute of Manufacture
Technology-Dept. of Foundry Engineering, Brno University
of Technology.
Over the past 27 years M. Horacek has worked, in the field

of metallurgy and foundry technology at the Brno University
of Technology. M. Horacek has also experiences in
management of the different international projects i.e.
TEMPUS (with the UK) and Qualicast (UK and Portugal).
He specialises in modern foundry technologies e.g.
investment casting etc.
1978-1990 Scientific Secretary of Czech Foundrymen
Society and since 1992 – date vice- president of  the CFS
2002 – date member of WFO (World Foundrymen
Organization) executive, for 2008 elected as the vice-
president
of WFO and for 2009 as the WFO president
1995 – date: vice-chairman of the Czech Investment
Casting Association

E-Mail: horacek@fme.vutbr.cz

SESSION 2: PRESENTATIONS FROM FOUNDRIES
Chairman: Mr Steven Leyland (Honeywell)

14:30 – 15:00
How to achieve investment casting world-class level
Grzegorz Furgał - WSK Rzeszöw

Abstract: Growing expectations related to castings quality
dedicated to turbine parts for aircraft applications, new
materials and more complex processes, the frequent
rotation of skilled staff, or the need of the reduction of
production cost in order to achieve the competitiveness -
these are only some problems which must be solved by
managers and engineers in Investment Foundry Department
WSK “PZL-Rzeszow” S.A. This reality forced us to creating
and implementation the new Casting Technological
Processes Improvement Management System which
combines such tools as: ACE approach, modern advanced
engineering tools (CAD/CAM/CAE), the team work and the
cooperation with Polish Technical Universities, for
achievement high customer satisfaction, robust processes
and reduce CoPQ (Costs of Poor Quality) related to casting
quality. Standard work tools included Pro-cast Software to
improve process parameters by process simulation; Rapid
Prototyping for new parts; Design and Process
Benchmarking; Six Sigma for reduction of variability of
manufacturing processes; Machines Data Acquisition
System. Standard work using these tools leads the process
planner clearly through out all the casting implementation
stages and decrease lead time of the development process
to achieve world-class performance. 
All mentioned aspects will be shown during presentation.

Grzegorz Furgal received his M.Sc. and PhD from the
Faculty of Foundry Engineering at AGH University of
Science and Technology in Cracow, Poland. He has five
years experience in the investment casting process. From
2004, as the product engineer, he has been implementing
castings of parts for aircraft applications to manufacturing
process. From beginning of 2009, as Six Sigma Black Belt,
he is dealing with the Six Sigma Projects and Process
Certification at the Investment Casting Business Unit of
WSK "PZL-Rzeszow" S.A.

E- maiI: grzegorz.furgal@wskrz.com
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15:00 – 15:30
Refractory Ceramic Fibre (RCF) – the search for safer
alternatives
Steve Irwin – Rolls-Royce plc

Abstract: Ceramic fibre blanket is commonly employed
throughout the investment casting industry for both shell
mould insulation applications and as a low thermal mass
furnace lining material.

Since it’s widespread introduction in the 1970s,
aluminosilicate fibre blanket, now part of a group of
materials termed Refractory Ceramic Fibres (RCFs), has
been extensively used for shell mould insulation
applications, gradually replacing the traditional method of
‘backing’ conventionally cast shell moulds within a metal
can.

In January 2010, concern relating to the carcinogenic nature
of RCF led to the European Chemicals Agency (EHCA)
identifying RCF as a Substance of Very High Concern
(SVHC) and the substance was consequently added to the
Candidate List. Investment casting foundries employing
RCF would be wise to seek alternatives before use of RCF
requires ‘authorisation’ (the process in REACH whereby
substances are phased-out).

For shell mould insulation applications, there are a number
of commercially available body-soluble alternatives; the
most popular are classed as Alkaline Earth Silicates (AES).
Ideally, the investment caster is looking for seamless
substitution of RCF with a body-soluble equivalent. i.e. a
blanket material available in a wide range of blanket
thicknesses, of sufficient handling strength and, perhaps
most importantly, with insulative properties that are
equivalent to that of RCF  – a challenging requirement for a
fibre blanket material of substantially different chemistry. 

The method of manufacture & laboratory characterisation of
AES blanket materials are explored and, in particular, the
control of blanket characteristics that directly influence the
thermal conductivity and handling strength of the material,
and their impact on the equivalence of resultant cast
product.

Steve Irwin is a Fellow of the Institute of Materials, Minerals
& Mining and has been extensively involved in the
investment casting of both SX and conventionally cast gas
turbine components for the past 20 years. In his current role
as Rolls-Royce Casting Specialist, Steve is responsible for
the acquisition of a number of process & material
technologies across Rolls-Royce's global network of
domestic & JV foundries.
E-Mail: steve.irwin@rolls-royce.com

15:30 – 16:00
Business Changes through non-contact laser probes
Ignacio Domínguez – Precicast Bilbao SA

Abstract: For the Investment casting sector, the
dimensional accuracy is one of the most important values
and so, effort has been devoted to define and control the
production process especially for very intricate shapes like
vanes and blades.

In the past, dimensional inspection of drawing sections was
conducted using a shuttle gauge or point contact
instruments such as a contact CMM. This requires very
lengthy procedure and skill experienced engineer to
understand data.

Now this limitation has been overcome with the use of a
non-contact three dimensional digitizer. Continuous data is
converted into a picture of the surface that allows anyone to
see deviations at a glance which solves the difficulties in
interpreting results from point or line type measurements
(discrete data). Designers have also changed the way
drawings are defined in order to increase the dimensional
control, and in many occasions, positioning toolings are no
longer necessary.

Measurements of “non touchable” materials (like ultra-thin
ceramic cores) has also increase investment casting
performance.

The limitations of the process as of today’s state of the art
are also identified and discussed in this paper establishing
in a way the challenges yet to be overcome by a technology
which is bound to revolutionize the way dimensional control
has been conceived up to now impacting the whole change
of product life cycle from conception to application.

Ignacio Domínguez is the Innovation and Technological
Director of PCB, a company involved in manufacturing of
aerospace components by the investment casting process.
He has been involved in the creation of the company from
scratch to the reality of today.  
Ignacio Domínguez completed a MSc. in Mechanical
Engineering specializing in aeronautical components in
1994. He has a Master in advanced manufacturing
technologies and a Master in Business Administration. 
After working as strategic consultant for Accentur, he
worked in ITP (Industrial de Turbopropulsores) designing
investment casing parts.
During the last years he is leading the research projects of
PCB in order to enhance aerospace manufacturing
techniques. He is also the author of an Aeronautical Nozzle
guide vane patent nº 200930351. 

E-Mail: ignacio.dominguez@pcb.es

16:30 – 16:45
Ageing control method for wax pattern etchants and
solvents
Garikoitz Artola – Microfusion de Aluminio. SA

Abstract: When silicone is used as de-moulding agent for
injected wax patterns, proper degreasing is needed to
remove the silicon and produce micro-etching on the
surfaceof the pattern. As the solvent starts enriching in the
solute, the effectiveness of the etching is reduced leading to
poor degreasing or etching that produces poor primary shell
coat adhesion and , as a consequence, an increase in
inclusions and primary coat detaching. Former solvents
such as trichloroethylene could be checked for this ageing
by density measurements, but novel degreasing agents
must be tested in a different way since the change in density
is not a good parameter fro measurement. A work on a
method to detect the evolution of the solvent saturation or
ageing and deciding the moment in which the solvent should
be renewed is presented.

Garikoitz Artola has a Materials Engineering background
and works for ALFA MICROFUSIÓN, the investment casting
branch of GRUPO ALFA ( HYPERLINK
"http://www.alfalan.es" www.alfalan.es). With the support of
ALFA IDEI, the R&D unit of GRUPO ALFA, he is responsible
of product and process development projects in the
aluminium investment casting foundry MICROFUSIÓN DE
ALUMINIO

E-Mail: gartola@alfalan.es
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16:45 – 17:00
“Rethink your future”
Geoff Bell – A W Bell Machinery, Pty. Ltd

Abstract: For many years foundries have had an
abundance of work.  Having time to research possible
process improvements has been difficult to find. With a
worldwide increase in competition and OHS&E
requirements this attitude has to change.  As a machine
builder and foundryman attempting to enhance my business
competitiveness whilst complying with OHS&E
requirements, I have found it imperative that both
management and the shop floor employees must be willing
to embrace change.

There are trade offs in all foundry applications and our
industry is at a place in time to take the next step in
improved production. We can no longer always expect
things to be the way they always have.  With the lack of
people willing to work in a foundry environment combined
with the ever increasing demands of OHS&E, foundries
need to think outside the square in regards to many of their
existing processes.

We at A W Bell Machinery have developed several pieces of
equipment for the finishing area that meets the future needs
of foundries and OHS&E. Whilst cost justifications are easy
to asses it is the mindset of the current way we process
products that I find the hardest to breakdown.  The reason
for the need for a new approach is three fold:-
Improved efficiency
Greater and more rigid OHS&E demands
The attitude of today’s workforce

The intention of this paper is to give examples of solutions
to Cut Off that have been developed to overcome the
current antiquated methods.  Taken into account are the
reasons for the development, the solution found and the
change in thinking a foundry must take on board for the
solution to be successful.

Whilst the paper’s examples are orientated around Cut Off,
similar principles/problems are found in every part of the
process.

Geoff Bell is the Managing Director of A.W.Bell P/L. The
company, established in 1952 is involved in Patternmaking,
Toolmaking, Investment Casting and Machine Building. It is
the largest investment caster in Australia. His involvement in
machine design started in 1980 and  focused on the
finishing side of the Investment Casting process. Geoff is
the president of the Victorian Institute of Patternmakers,
past president of the Investment Casting Association of
Australia, a member of the I.C.I and of the Australian
Foundry Institute.

E-Mail: Geoff@awbell.com.au

17:00 – 17:15
Identification of mould weight variation
Maria Kopta, Regina Szeliga  (WSK "PZL-Rzeszow" S.A.)

Abstract: Mould weight is one of the most important
parameters in the investment castings process therefore it is
essential to keep it stable. Minimizing the influence of mould
variability allows to increase  repeatability of the
metallurgical process.  It is transferred to avoid possible
castings defects as misruns, porosity, hot-tears. Therefore,
in the process of making ceramic moulds we are aspiring to

eliminate all "noises", which have influence on range of the
moulds weight.

This presentation shows methods of problem identification
to establish weight of ceramic moulds in automated shell
line. Solution of problem was presented.

Maria Kopta - graduate of the Faculty of Foundry
Engineering, AGH University of Science and Technology in
Cracow.  She has beyond thirty years of experience in the
investment casting process. From 2005,  as the process
engineer, she has been responsible for ceramic moulds at
the Investment Casting Business Unit WSK "PZL-Rzeszow"
S.A.

Regina Szeliga - graduate of the Faculty of Materials
Science and Ceramics, AGH University of Science and
Technology and Faculty of Chemistry, Jagiellonian
University in Cracow. From 2007, as the process engineer,
she acquire the knowledge in the scope of the performance
of the ceramic moulds at the Investment Casting Business
Unit WSK "PZL-Rzeszow" S.A.

SESSION 3: PATTERNS AND SHELLS
Chairman: Mr Giuseppe Facchini (Precicast SA)

14:30 – 14:50
Does it make sence to reclaim your own wax material
Stephen Barnett – INCAST Consultancy Ltd

Abstract: In these difficult times of business, companies are
making an effort to decrease their costs; one option is to
reclaim their own wax material. Reclaimation of ‘in-house’
wax material for commercial & industrial investment casting
foundries has always been a mooted point. The author
looked at the cost of processing the wax material, the
energy consumed and saved, transport cost, the change of
physical properties when reclaimed ‘in-house’. Similarly,
comparisons are made with the wax material reclaimed at
the supplier’s own plant. Whether the cost saved is justified
in spite of some additional laboratory expenses, extra labour
cost, waste management and capital expenditure.

Stephen Barnett is a Director of INCAST Consultancy, and
has been in the Investment Casting Industry for over forty
years, of which as an independent consultant for the last 30
years. His wide knowledge and experience of the
investment casting process has given him international
creditability with a particular emphasis on ceramic shell
technology. He has given numerous papers, lectures and
presentations to industry, research centres and universities.

Email: stephen@incastconsultancy.com 

15:50 – 15:10
Investment casting waxes – supply guarantee and
quality management in relation to changes in the global
market conditions.
Dipl.-Ing. Jörg Abraham, Dr. Carola Tretner – Romonta
Bergwerks AG

Abstract: Related to the problems of risk management in
investment casting foundries supply chain security has the
first priority. Investment casting waxes consist of up to seven
different components forming a complex mixture. This
relatively wide raw material base forces to a careful
observation of the development trends within these raw
material markets. In addition, the new regulations under
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REACH might have consequences on the availability of
products. Customers and suppliers must promptly observe
fluctuations in product quality, standard test criteria
accepted on an international base will be an essential tool.
The described trends require handling technique in quality
and supply management that is more dynamic while cost
pressure remains high. Based on examples from investment
casting wax production we give some arguments for new
strategies in raw material management.

Jörg Abraham is the Head of the Research & Development
department of Romonta and has been involved in the
development of waxes for different applications for more
than 30 years. In his role he has for many years been
closely involved in the various industrial associations, e.g.
the European Wax Federation and the Bundesverband der
Deutschen Gießerei-Industrie.

Dr. Carola Tretner earned her PhD Degree in Chemistry
from the Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg,
Germany and joined the company in 2008. She mainly
works on the area of analysis and development of new
investing casting waxes for the casting industries.

E-Mail: abraham@romonta.de /
Carola.Tretner@romonta.de

15:10 – 15:30
Ash values, their nature and their influence in reclaim
waxes on investment casting qualities
Ir. Drs. John Machielse – Paramelt-Argüeso, The
Netherlands/US

Abstract: In current economic times European foundries
are striving to reduce costs. The (partly) usage of reclaim or
reconstituted waxes for producing wax patterns and/or
runner systems, has therefore become common practice in
especially commercial foundries. One of the key parameters
in selecting the right quality of reclaim wax is the ash value.
The ash value is believed to predict and prevent, failures in
the investment casting process as the inorganic part of the
wax remains in the shell after the burnout process. This
paper shows that there is a wide variation in how the ash
value is measured and the nature of the ash. In practice the
nature of the ash and in what parts the wax is used will give
a better insight in when problems could occur. Guidelines
are given to reduce the amount of ash in the reclaim stream.
Also it is shown that reclaim waxes with relatively high ash
values producing low particle size ash with free flowing
morphology are unlikely to cause problems. On the contrary
an investment casting wax with lower ash values but with
high particle size elements with blocking morphology, could
cause production problems in the investment casting
process. Also the shape & geometry of the castings and set
up of the runner system will determine the potential hazards
to the investment casting process in relation to the type of
ash present in the casting wax.  It is also proven by XPS
and SEM that the filler particles present in reclaim wax have
decomposed material on the filler surface, which is one of
sources of ash in the reclaim wax. A new process is
introduced in which extremely low ash values are reached in
reclaim wax with regenerated color as well.

Ir. Drs. John Machielse received his Masters in Chemistry
from the University of Amsterdam in 1992 and his chemical
engineering degree in 1994 at the University of Twente. He
has17 years experience in formulating & sales of wax
products for various companies & applications. He is
business development manager for casting waxes within
Paramelt Netherlands since 2009.

15:30 – 15:50
Advances in wax testing
Phil Hancock – Blayson Olefines Ltd

Abstract: Traditionally wax testing has centred on ensuring
that wax materials meet their agreed specifications.  This is
achieved through physical tests originally designed for other
industries. These tests have been adapted for use in
controlling investment casting wax and result in a series of
measurements that give little information to the foundry to
help them actually control their wax process.

Accordingly Blayson is developing a new testing regime
intended to provide customers with process related
information that will be of significant benefit in improving the
consistency of wax pattern manufacture.

Two of the new tests address aspects of particular
importance:
Firstly a fluidity test to replace the current viscosity
measurement.
Secondly an enhanced ash test designed to help foundries
avoid costly inclusions in their castings.

Phil Hancock received his Bachelor of Science Honours
Degree in 1999 and a Management Certificate in 2001. He
has wide experience of the metals industry having worked in
ductile and malleable irons & steels and magnetic alloys. He
entered investment casting in 1997 as Process Manager for
a leading investment casting foundry manufacturing
components for a wide variety of demanding markets
including  aerospace, land based gas turbines, turbowheels
and medical. Phil has been Technical Manager for Blayson
since 2004 working on wax formulations, wax process
control and has used his experience visiting and assisting
foundries throughout Europe.

E-Mail: philhancock@blayson.com

16:20 – 16:50
Look Through Shell by X-ray Micro Tomography
Dr Lu Zhigang – Tsinghua University, Beijing

Abstract: In order to understand the shell building process
more deeply, XMT (X-ray Micro Tomography) was used to
carry out in-situ x-ray fluoroscopy on shell sample during its
drying. As a result, mass transfer of slurry and shell crack
growth can be observed directly. At the same time, XMT can
also create cross-sections of a shell sample and then
recreate its 3-D numerical models which can be used for
further analysis.

Dr. Zhigang Lu earned his Master degree in Foundry
Technology and the PhD Degree in Materials Science and
Engineering both from Tsinghua University, Beijing, China.
Since employed in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering of Tsinghua University in 1997, he has begun
his research work on the areas of investment casting. He
keeps close contact with foundries and dedicates himself to
the projects that combine the practical requirement in
manufacturing and scientific research on the fundamental of
casting process. He worked in Imperial College London as
an academic visitor for half a year since October 2007. Now,
he is associate professor of Tsinghua University, vice
secretary-general of Investment Casting Branch of China
Foundry Association, and director of Education and Training
Committee of China Foundry Association.

E-Mail: lvzg@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
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16:50 – 17:15
Process and economic benefits realized with a new
binder system
Mark Bijvoet – Ransom & Randolph 

Abstract: In today’s economic environment Precision
Foundries are constantly searching for ways to increase
their bottom line through improved efficiencies throughout
the operation.  In addition, foundry customers are
demanding better service and delivery with shorter lead
times and at better prices.  Given the complexity of the
typical investment casting foundry, there are a significant
number of processes that can be looked at to achieve
reductions in costs.

This paper will explore the issues that faced two Investment
Casting Foundries, including their needs to reduce costs
and to improve the overall efficiencies of their operations
with specific focus on their shell rooms.  

By using a new binder developed by Ransom & Randolph,
along with R&R’s application expertise, these foundries
were able to improve operations and gain both process and
economic benefits.

Mark Bijvoet has worked with RANSOM & RANDOLPH
since 1997 and currently holds de position of European
Technical Manager, Ceramic Shell. Mr. Bijvoet works closely
with foundries all over Europe to assist them running shell
room trials, address process and quality issues.  He has
presented papers at BICTA ,  VDG and EICF meetings in
the past .   

Previous to his career with RANSOM &
RANDOLPH Mr. Bijvoet worked for RAEPSAET SPRL   and
MOLDING & CASTING TECHNICS in Belgium. At both
these companies he sold raw materials, equipment and
tools to sand, pressure die, gravity die and investment
casting foundries in the Benelux countries.  

Mr. Bijvoet studied metallurgy and foundry technology
at Seraing Technical Institute.    He also holds a degree in
Philosophy and English from Liege University.  In addition to
his native Dutch, he speaks English, German, French,
Spanish and Italian fluently. 

E-Mail: Mark.Bijvoet@dentsply.com
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Tuesday 18th May, 2010

SESSION 4: ADVANCED MATERIALS AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS
Chairman: Dr Franz Josef Feikus (Bundesverband der
Deutschen Gießerei-Industrie)

09:00 – 09:30
Standardisation and optimisation of DS/SC – Bridgman
technique for Ni-base alloys
S Hollad, D Ma, ( RWTH Aachen University) U Betz, G
Jarczyk (ALD Technologies GmbH)

Abstract: Within a R&D-project the Foundry Institute of the
RWTH Aachen University and the furnace manufacturer
ALD Vacuum Technologies GmbH investigate parameters
and process control for the single crystal solidification of
cylindrical test bars via Bridgman casting method. In order
to ensure a single crystal structure two parameters,
temperature gradient G and solidification rate v must be
controlled. These values will directly determine the resulting
microstructure and material properties. The casting process
is secured by a precise process control, which is just as
important as the knowledge of boundary conditions that
guarantee the directional and single crystal solidification. In
addition the solidification process is simulated with the
software CASTS. Based on the measured data and the
simulation results the control of the solidification process
shall be optimized. Furthermore, undercooling of different
superalloys is analysed, to get an improved understanding
to predict the tendency for second grains especially at
critical positions such as shrouds areas.

Simon Hollad earned his degree in Metallurgy and Material
Science with an emphasis on the
Foundry Technology at the RWTH Aachen University in
2007. He is currently working as a
research associate for the Foundry Institute of the RWTH
Aachen University. Since 2008 he
is head of Investment Casting/ Moulding Materials
Department of the Foundry Institute. In his doctoral thesis
he is investigating the development of an investment casting
technology for NiAl alloy IC75.

E-Mail: s.hollad@gi.rwth-aachen.de

09:30 – 10:00
Investment casting technology for the manufature of
TiAl low pressure turbine blades in centrifugal casting –
casting technology and quality assurance
O. Kättlitz, J Aguilar (Access e.V,)

Abstract: Recent developments for the next generation of
aircraft engines aim mainly at the improvement of power
efficiency and environmental impact. In case of using
intermetallic TiAl alloys a weight saving of more than 50%
can be achieved compared to conventional Nibased alloys.
The main focus of the aero-engine manufacturers is on the
low-pressure turbine blade (LPTB). Access and its co-
operation partner have joined forces to develop an
economic near-net shape process for the manufacturing of
complex stage six LPTB`s. The centrifugal investment
casting process offers, due to high material yield and
minimal machining, the possibility to manufacture low cost
LPTB`s of high quality. The big length (about 285 mm) in
combination with the small thickness (<2 mm) of the airfoil
increases the risk of centerline shrinkage porosity.
Furthermore dimensional accuracy is due to the formation of
residual stresses difficult to achieve. The present work

presents the current state of development.

Oliver Kättlitz earned his degree in Metallurgy and Material
Science (comparable to the Msc.) with an emphasis on
Foundry Technology from RWTH Aachen, Germany in 2009.
He is currently working as a research associate for Access,
a private non-profit research institute associated with the
RWTH Aachen. In his doctoral thesis he is investigating the
development of a centrifugal investment casting technology
for manufacturing of titanium aluminde aerospace turbine
blades.

E-Mail: o.kaettlitz@access-techcenter.de

10:00 – 10:30
The latest trends in superalloys for gas turbines
Dr. Tasadduq Khan – ONERA, France

Abstract: The performance and durability of gas turbines is,
among other factors, dependent upon Ni-based superalloys.
In the 1980’s ONERA was at the forefront of developing new
materials to satisfy the requirements of French engine
manufacturers, Turbomeca and Snecma.This research and
development work was also focused on explaining the
physical concepts governing the mechanical behavior of
new superalloys for high temperature single crystal turbine
blades. Based on these concepts, a number of new alloys
such as AM1, AM3 and MC2 were developed for the French
engine requirements.

Recent work on some Cannon-Muskegon alloys such as
CMSX-4 also shows that rare earths can considerably
improve the oxidation and corrosion resistance of single
crystals. Very low sulphur in the castings seems to
dramatically increase both the oxidation resistance and the
durability of thermal barrier coatings. Alloy design
procedures based on experimental know-how and
theoretical considerations were progressively defined to fulfil
specific targets within a limited time and with a maximum
reliability. The recent development of 4th generation MC-NG
single crystal alloy strongly benefited from this experience.

Today, we have reached an upper limit in terms of
temperature for the use of single crystal alloy. The next big
challenge is to develop new low thermal conductivity
thermal barrier coatings in order to push the temperature
limit to about 1200°C along with suitable bond coats.
Beyond the superalloys the current hope for further pushing
the temperature limit lies in niobium (or Mo) silicides.
Extensive recent work shows that such materials have a
strong potential to replace the currently used single crystals.

Dr. Tasadduq Khan received his Ph.D from the University of
Paris in 1971. He has published over one hundred papers in
international scientific journals and is the author or co-author
of fourteen patents. He received the National Order of Merit
in 2001. He was Scientific Director of the Materials and
Structures Division of the French Aerospace Lab. (ONERA)
from 1997 to 2007.
Since 2007 he is currently Senior Adviser at ONERA . 

E-Mail: tasakhan@hotmail.com
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11:00 – 11:30
Insight on the use of Fused Alumina and Silica free
solutions for the casting of Ni/Co based superalloys
and Titanium alloys
Dr Danilo Frulli - IFME (Imerys Foundry Minerals Europe)
Ing. Thomas Krumrei (CARRD - Center for Refractory and
Abrasive Research and Development)

Abstract: Fused alumina is a well-known refractory material
for the production of ceramic moulds in the investment
casting process. Due to the high melting point (exceeding
2000°C) and virtually no porosity, Fused Alumina provides
the shell with the high refractoriness and chemical stability
that are required for casting a large number of alloys,
including Ni and Co based super-alloys for the Equiax, DS
and SX processes, alloyed and stainless steels.

This paper features an insight on the Fused Alumina
production process, and provides a guideline for the
selection of the most appropriate grade and particle size
distribution in the Formulation of the ceramic mould.

Also, the paper presents the product developments on
Fused Alumina flours and stuccos, based on modifications
of the solidification process, in order to control the particle
shape from angular to isometric, or make alumina bubbles
when spherical shape is required.  The optimization of grain
size distribution is also reviewed.

Developments regarding the production and stabilisation of
Fused alumina water based slurries are described. 

A new alumina binder jointly developed and patented by
Imerys and Evonik, particularly designed for the casting of
reactive alloys is presented. This binder allows the
production of very stable Fused Alumina slurries completely
free of silica.

This solution is particularly suitable as prime coat to prevent
chemical reactions in super alloys or titanium casting as well
as in backups of DS or SX due to its long term stability at
high temperatures.

Danilo Frulli is a graduate Chemical Engineer with more
than 12 years experience of industrial mineral in the
refractories, metallurgy, glass, abrasive and foundry
industries. In 2005 he has obtained the certificate of
“Investment Casting Specialist” issued by the Investment
Casting Institute / University of Pittsburgh (USA)
Since 2008 he is general manager of Imerys Foundry
Minerals Europe (IFME), member of  Imerys group, world
leader in the production of highly engineered mineral
products for a large number of industrial applications. IFME
is the exclusive agent of well known Imerys products widely
used in the Investment Casting industry, such us
Molochite™ and White Fused Alumina Alodur® from
Treibacher Schleifmittel.

E-Mail: d.frulli@ifme.eu

Thomas Krumrei received his PhD in Geosciences from
University of Tübingen, Germany, in 2007. In the same year
he was appointed as head of the analytical lab of CARRD
GmbH, which is a R&D facility within the IMERYS group
dedicated to refractories, abrasives and advanced ceramics.
Since 2008, Thomas Krumrei works also as research
engineer on several topics such as investment casting and
insulation minerals.

E-Mail: Thomas.Krumrei@carrd.at

11:30 – 12:00
Study of the solidification features of investment
casting aluminium alloys reinforced with ceramic
particulates
Dr Pedro Egizabal (Fundación Inasmet-Tecnalia)

Abstract: Particulate reinforced metal matrix composites
(MMC) are materials composed of a metal or alloy that
forms a percolating matrix and at least a second phase in
the shape of particulates deliberately introduced to improve
its properties. The second phase is usually a ceramic
material that provides an improvement of mechanical, wear
resistance or thermal properties. MMCs have been
successfully used in transport applications such as brake
discs, electronic industry and components for helicopters,
golf club shafts and heads, horseshoes, bicycle frames, car
pistons, tyre studs etc.

The combination of MMCs and lost wax is interesting for the
production of high added value castings with intricate
geometries and good surface quality of complex
aeronautical and electronic components. The heat
dissipation capacity of the investment casting mould
materials is low and this aspect must be taken into account
as the solidification rate controls the grain size and the
particle distribution and clustering tendency of MMCs. The
presence of the particulates may lead to some of the
following phenomena: i) particulates may act as
heterogeneous solidification nuclei leading to grain refining
effects, ii) depending on solidification aspects particulates
may be either engulfed or pushed by the growing dendrites,
iii) Reduction of latent heat during solidification. Reduction
of undercooling and solidification times, iv) particles produce
a shortening of the associated cooling curve. v) particulates
tend to agglomerate and settle on the bottom of crucibles
and moulds. The present work deals with the study of the
solidification aspects and properties of MMCs produced
through lost wax processes.

Pedro Egizabal received his PhD in the Institut de chimie de
la Matière Condensée of the University of Bordeaux I in
France in 2007. Since 1997 he works at Inasmet where he
is presently project manager in the department of non
ferrous metallic materials and has a large experience in the
participation of research projects related to the development
and characterization of aluminium and magnesium alloys.
His current activities are mainly focused on the research
and development of metallic composite materials, the lost
wax and lost foam foundry processes as well as on additive
layer manufacturing technologies for metallic materials. He
has coordinated several European projects and has
published more than 15 technical articles related to
advanced metallic materials and processes.

E-Mail: pedro.egizabal@inasmet.es

SESSION 5: PROCESS CONTROL
Chairmen: Mr Werner Blank (Feinguss Blank GmbH) Mr
Virgilio Oliveira (Zollern & Comandita)

09:00 – 09:30
Technical Advances in Process Control : Shell
Manufacturing Systems
J Byrne (VA Technology Ltd)

Abstract: Shell quality directly translates to product quality
which in turn translates to profitability and business success.
Today, technologies are available to provide zero defect
shells … 100% of the time.
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Systems have been engineered to meet the required
characteristics for Aerospace, Medical, and Commercial
casting companies. Techniques have been developed to
achieve maximum capacity output, and/or maximum
dimensional integrity with the minimum dimensional
tolerance.

All of these techniques are equipped with advanced facilities
to ensure the highest degree of process variability
avoidance.

The paper will provide technical details of the most
advanced and productive systems in operation throughout
the international world of Investment Casting.

Jim Byrne is Managing Director of VA Technology Ltd., and
has extensive experience in the design of Ceramic Shell
Manufacturing Systems.  Mr Byrne was Technical Director of
Westinghouse (Unimation) Ltd and  prior to that was
Technical Director of Black & Decker Ltd.     He has
presented several papers at the annual ICI conference , and
other Investment Casting conference venues

E-Mail:Jim.Byrne@vatech.co.uk

09:30 – 10:00
Automation and Process Control in the wax room –
case studies
Bruce Phipps (MPI Inc)

Abstract: The goal of any foundry is to make process
changes which reduce costs and yield higher profits on
every casting sold.  This requires educated employees, a
committed management team and an overall company
passion for not only maintaining the process in control but
continually improving the control of the process.  Today I will
present some examples of process improvements
companies have implemented in their wax rooms which
have all yielded higher casting yields.  Each one of the
foundries have one thing in common they have all focused
on the process, not results - they all believe that if you
improve the process, you will achieve the results.

Bruce Phipps, President and Owner of MPI Incorporated, is
a graduate of the University of Massachusetts with a BS in
Mechanical Engineering.  MPI, a manufacturer of wax
injection, wax preparation and pattern assembly equipment
for the Investment Casting Industry for over 38 years, is
located in Poughkeepsie New York with equipment currently
placed in over 40 countries worldwide.

E-Mail: bphipps@mpi-systems.com

10:00 – 10:30
(1) From seven days to seven hours: High speed drying
for Rapid Investment Casting
Michael Kügelgen (MK technology GmbH

Abstract: Since the change from alcoholic to water based
slurries the investment casting industry has faced a
problem: the shell production took too long. Therefore a new
technology was developed considerably speeding up the
drying time from days to a few hours only.

Highly turbulent pre-dried air and medium-wave infra-red
light to stabilize the temperature of the tree allow for drying
times of 15 – 45 minutes per layer. By continuous rotation of
the tree and mirrors in the interior the drying is effected
evenly, therefore even bores and pockets are no problem.

Besides the extreme time-saving the new technology offers
an additional advantage:
shell quality improves as micro-cracks can be avoided by
the even drying. For single-crystal parts, for example, the
reject rate could thus be reduced from 15 to less than 
5 %.

All over the world more and more investment casters apply
this new technology.

(2) Autoclave NT for gentle dewaxing of ceramic shells
Michael Kügelgen (MK technology GmbH

Abstract: Besides the known high-speed drying technology
for ceramic shells MK Technology has produced autoclaves
since 2008. As proven systems can still be improved there
are a number of innovations simplifying the process and
reducing the risk of shell cracks:

Steam inlet was aerodynamically optimized and is effected
on both sides and full length. Depending on shells’ form and
size steam flow can be varied.

Air filling through steam can be retarded by shut-off delay.
Filling degree and efficiency improve.

Steam reduction is controlled by a volume flow valve and
so-called ramping thus dewaxing shells very gently.

Four-stage water treatment decalcifying the water and
controlling the pH value allow a 72-hours-operation without
supervision and increases considerably service life of vessel
and valves.

Used wax is led into a mobile wax trolley via an electrically
heated wax pipe. Wax collection and condensed water
discharge can be done cleanly and easily.

In practice the new technology has splendidly proven its
worth and is applied by many investment casting
companies.

Michael Kügelgen, General Manager of MK Technology
GmbH, worked from 1987 in the company “International
Aerospace Technologies” as the leader of the development
and production for Unmanned Air-Vehicles, UAV’s.

In 1993 he started with his own Engineering Office
Kügelgen & Partner in Bonn. His major activities were
construction and consulting services in the aviation sector,
as well as general construction services worldwide.

In early 1997 after the implantation of a feasibility study in
the field of Rapid Prototyping / Rapid Tooling Michael
Kügelgen decided to build up beside the consultant work his
own production to develop appropriate machines.

Meanwhile, MK Technology GmbH is a modern production
facility and has its own training centre. Apart from the
standard programme customized systems are also
available.

Michael Kügelgen with his company MK Technology GmbH
has won six innovation prices and awards in the field of
Rapid Prototyping and holds several patents.

E-Mail: mk@mk-technology.com
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11:00 – 11:30
Healthy Shell - How a robust shell will survive dewax
C. Whitehouse, B. Snyder (Minco Inc)

Abstract: Ceramics are both the Achilles’ heel and the
savior to investment casters. On one side we can not get by
without their refractoriness and yet on the other end their
brittle nature hurts foundry yields due to too frequent dewax
cracking.

The expansion of wax during the dewax operation stresses
all ceramics; and most shell systems are pushed towards
their breaking point. Obviously, ceramics and tension do not
mix. As a result, foundrymen have sought after stronger
shell systems and placed more dips on investment shells
trying to solve cracking and improve yields, all to little avail.
Fortunately an answer has been found, and is not higher
shell strength.

This paper will describe the effort made developing a test
that characterized shell robustness, and how that test was
utilized to develop a new generation of shell system that
solved shell cracking. The paper will then discuss the
additional improvements in investment that were picked up
along the way including dramatically improved drain times,
faster shell building, and reduced slurry dips.

Chris Whitehouse is the Manager of R&D and Technical
Services for Minco. He has 25 years experience in
Investment Casting and technical ceramics. He earned both
his Master of Science (MS) and Bachelor of Science (BS)
degree in Ceramic Engineering from Alfred University.
Through extensive customer trials and laboratory testing,
Mr. Whitehouse researches and develops new products for
the investment casting industry commonly focusing on
increased quality and throughput as well as greater cost
effectiveness.

E-Mail: CWhitehouse@mincoitc.com

11:30 – 12:00
Evaluating the true cost of melting stock
Ulrika Svensson (Uddeholm AB)

Abstract: Scrap is still the preferred charge material for
many investment casting foundries around the world. Price
is naturally the main reason why the foundries would choose
this inconvenient type of material over bars, ingots and/or
GRANSHOTTM. It is easy to forget about the negative and
price consuming aspects that come into play when using
this source. Big amounts of slag are common, a big part of
the material goes to waste due to this, and it takes longer
before the melt can be poured. Handling costs are often
high. The material is not always pressed together, sorted
and in accordance with the size needed for the often-small
furnace. It takes more time to fill the furnace and the melting
time is longer. When using scrap as charge material, it can
both be time consuming and difficult to achieve the correct
chemical composition for the foundries, and a number of
costly analyses might have to be conducted. Seeing all
these negative aspects about the scrap it is important to
have a thorough look at the price. 

Maybe the initial price the foundry has to pay is lower than
what they would have to pay for a pre-fabricated steel
grade, but in the long run, when calculating all the extra
costs appearing and all the costs that can be avoided, the
question is whether the scrap is not more expensive.

Ulrika Svensson has a master’s degree in international
marketing and management and has worked internationally
for more than 10 years. Since 2005 she has represented
Uddeholm’s Granshot melting stock for foundries across the
globe and is now responsible for developing new business
for Uddeholm, being the business area manager for
Granshot and Uddeholm High Performance Steel.

E-Mail: ulrika.svensson@uddeholm.se

SESSION 6: RESEARCH
Chairman: Dr. Javier Coleto

09:00 – 09:30
The investment Casting Research Laboratory –
processes, technology and materials investigations
Jakub Michalski*, Hubert Matysiak**, Krzysztof Kubiak***,
Zenon Lipińki***, Grzegorz Jakubowicz***, Arkadiusz
Onyszko***, Jan Sieniawski***, Krzysztof. J. Kurzydlowski
(* Materials Engineers Group Ltd, ** Warsaw Univ. of
Technology, Faculty of Materials Science & Engineering, ***
Rzeszow Univ. of Technology, Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering & Aeronautics)

Abstract: The article presents research capabilities of a
New Investment Casting Laboratory in Rzeszow. This is
demonstrated using the example of the research on SX and
DX investment casting processes of the nickel super alloys.
The paper reports some results concerning ceramic shell
systems and properties of casted elements. The advanced
methods of materials characterization, e.g. x-ray
tomography and electron microscopy, were used to reveal
structure of the casts. The properties of ceramic shell
systems, based on commercially available silica binders,
were investigated and compared with a new silica-free
system. The technological parameters and mechanical
properties were verified by measurements of the viscosity,
plate weight and three-bend tests. The results were
analyzed using Weibull statistics. The influence of pulling
rates on the primary orientation of the casts (turbine blades)
was investigated via Laue method. The creep and high
temperature tensile tests were used to compare mechanical
properties equi-axial SX and DX casts made of Inconel 100.

Dr Jakub Michalski graduated from the Warsaw University of
Technology, Faculty of Materials Science & Engineering in
2001 and received Ph.D. at the same faculty in 2007.
Between 2004 and 2005 he held a Marie Curie Scholarship
in the Josef Stefan Institute (Slovenia) in Engineering
Ceramics Department. Since 2006 he has been employed in
the Materials Engineers Group Ltd. Jakub Michalski has
been involved in many scientific projects related to
investment casting area supported by Polish Ministry of
Science as well as close cooperation with WSK PZL
Rzeszów - Investment Casting Foundry and Research and
Development Laboratory For Aerospace Materials in
Rzeszów 

E-Mail: j.michalski@megroup.pl
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09:30 – 10:00
“Factors affecting the results of quantitative evaluation
of gamma prime phase in nickel-based superalloys”
Jan Cwajna, Agnieszka Szczotok (Department of Materials
Science, Silesian University of Technology)

Abstract: The γ’ phase is a fundamental strengthening
phase of nickel-based superalloys. Chemical composition,
morphology and distribution of the γ’ precipitates have a
strong effect on mechanical properties of the nickel-based
superalloys at ambient and higher temperature. To find
precise, representative and rapid quantitative information
about the precipitates is very important. A quantitative
evaluation of the γ’ precipitates on the basis of their image
analysis is complicated because several classes of size of γ’
precipitates as well as their complex morphology and
occurring in the (γ+γ’) eutectics. 
The presented results indicated a significant influence of
sample preparation method, especially applied etching
method for revealing of analyzed particles on images
transformation and analysis as well as results of their
quantitative evaluation.

Prof. Jan CWAJNA (1971 – MSc, Eng.; 1978 – PhD; 1991 –
DSc; 1994 – Associate Professor of Materials Engineering,
2002- Professor) works in Faculty of Materials Engineering
and Metallurgy of Silesian University of Technology in
Katowice, Poland. He has been over 30 years the Head of
Division of Materials Characterization of Department of
Materials Science. He has published over two hundred
papers in international and domestic scientific journals and
proceedings of conferences, mostly on Stereology,
Modelling of Materials Microstructure, Image Analysis,
Quantitative Materialography and Fractography, Nickel and
Cobalt Base Superalloys, Magnesium alloys and Tool
materials. He has done over 70 research projects, being the
supervisor of 40 of them. He has been the member of
Organizing Committees and Advisory Boards of over 50
Congresses and Conferences and the Chairman of
Organizing Committee of VI European Congress on
Stereology (2005). He is a member of several international
and polish scientific societies. He was the President of
Polish Society for Stereology in 1991 ÷1995 and the
member of International Advisory Board of Materials
Characterization (2003 ÷2008). He is a Secretary of
Committee of Materials Science of Polish Academy of
Sciences. 

Agnieszka Szczotok deals with Materials Engineering at
Silesian University of Technology. She has PhD title since
2007. Her PhD thesis was concerned microstructure of a
polycrystalline nickel based superalloy. She awarded a prize
of Polish Materials Society for this work. Her research
interests are: microstructures of materials especially
superalloys, quantitative materialography, image analysis
and statistics. She is a member of Polish Society for
Stereology. Her publications are attended to the mentioned
aspects.

E-Mail: agnieszka.szczotok@polsl.pl

10:00 – 10:30
Ceramic moulds production process time optimization
using innovative contactless microwave moisture
measurement method
Ricardo Monleone, Andrea Salvadè (Swiss University of
Applied Science), Giuseppe Facchini (Precicast SA)

Abstract: A new method to optimize the process time during
the production of ceramic moulds is presented. The method

is based on an innovative contactless and non-destructive
microwave moisture inspection method.

The exact knowledge of the moisture profile during the
drying process of ceramic moulds plays a key role in the
optimization of the process cycle time. In fact, there is an
interest in reducing the drying time to the strictly essential;
on the other hand an insufficiently dried mould is subject to
the risk of producing cracks when it is introduced into the
furnace.

An innovative microwave based investigation method is
explained. Compared to the current drying procedure of the
mould, the new method permits to considerably optimize the
production process time while at the same time assuring a
low risk of producing scrap parts with cracks.

The companies using this innovative analysis system can
benefit in terms of product quality, production time and
consequently in the reduction of production costs.

Ricardo Monleone received the "Dipl. Ing." degree (Master
Degree) in Electronic Engineering from the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich in 1986, with
specialization in High Frequency and Telecommunication
Systems.
He has been working in the electronic industry since 1986,
where he has participated to and managed many large R&D
projects in the field of industrial controls and sensors.
At present, he is the Managing Director of MEET Ltd
(Coldrerio, Switzerland), an engineering company (since
1996) and a Rersearcher and Lecturer (since 2003) with the
University of Applied Sciences of Southern Switzerland
(SUPSI) in Lugano Manno (Switzerland). 
At SUPSI, he is involved with the acquisition and
management of many research projects and gives lectures
in "High Frequency Electronic Design".
His main interest areas are microwave systems and
sensors, non-destructive material testing and imaging,
antennas design.
Ricardo Monleone holds two patents. He is a member of
IEEE and has coauthored various papers on international
journals and conferences

E-Mail: ricardo.monleone@supsi.ch

Andrea Salvadè was born in Ligornetto, Switzerland on April
25, 1964. He received the degree in electrical engineering
(Dipl. El. Ing.) from the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology (ETH) in 1988. From 1988 to 1993 he was with
Siemens AG in Zurich where he participated in the
Development of ASIC-Converters for Telecommunication.
Since 1993 he is with the Department of Computer Science
and Electrical Engineering of the Scuola Universitaria
Professionale della Svizzera Italiana (SUPSI), where he
teaches digital systems, telecommunications and high
frequency and where he was leading in various applied
research projects. He is since 2002 manager of the
"Telecom Telemetry and High Frequency" LAB and project-
leader of many projects in the design wireless microwave
sensors and telecom systems, RFID and GNSS systems.
He founded and is since 2002 managing director of the
TIsolutions Sagl company. He is since 2004 Professor
SUPSI. He is since 2007 in the direction board of the new
SUPSI "ISEA Institute" for applied electronics and systems.

E-Mail: asalvade@supsi.ch
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11:00 – 12:00
Investment casting at Foundry Research Institute in
Kraków
Prof. Jerzy Sobczak (Foundry Research Institute, Kraków) 
Aleksander Karwiński, Stanisław Pysz, Piotr Kowalski,
Wojciech Leśniewski, Jerzy Sobczak

Abstract: At the Foundry Research Institute in Kraków,
studies related with investment casting technology are
conducted by the Centre of Design and Prototyping.
The study programme includes:

investigations of the process of ceramic mould making by
investment technology, applying original methods of tests
and examinations developed by the authors of this study
and a set of genuine apparatus designed and manufactured
by the Foundry Research Institute,
computer-aided design of technological processes, Magma
Soft simulation of the casting pouring process, and testing of
casting utilisation properties by  Abaqus and Ansys,
application of Rapid Prototyping System in the manufacture
of prototype investment castings,
development of innovative technologies to manufacture
investment castings for medical and military applications,
including elements made from titanium alloys,
development of complex technologies for implementation in
the investment casting industry.

An outcome of these studies are numerous awards, both
national and international, obtained for the EKOSIL “water-
based” silicate binder, for the technology of making
innovative castings for medical applications, also from
titanium alloys, and for the implementation of advanced
technical solutions in industrial practice.

Prof. Jerzy J. Sobczak is general director of Foundry
Research Institute in Kraków. Earned his PhD. degree from
St. Petersburg State Polytechnic University and DSc. from
Poznań University of Technology. In 2002 was nominated
Full Professor. The topics of his scientific and research
activities include metalcasting, special manufacturing
techniques, theory and practice of metal matrix composites,
synthesis of alloys, special metalcasting processes, and
advanced technologies (high-tech). 

E-mail: sobczak@iod.kraków.pl                

Dr. Aleksander Karwiński is Head of Centre for Designing &
Prototyping in Foundry Research Institute

E-Mail: akarw@iod.kraków.pl

POSTERS

Advanced superalloys for small engines
Ken Harris, J.Wah (Cannon-Muskegon Corporation
Muskegon, MI, USA)
Dr.Tasadduq Khan (Technical Consultant,Cannon-
Muskegon Corporation)

Abstract: Ni-base superalloy cast materials are used in the
most demanding applications of aero and industrial gas
turbine engines. As a result of the unique combination of
desirable properties, use of these materials is expanding to
smaller micro-turbine, turbojet, turbocharger and missile
engine applications. These cast alloys provide an
outstanding balance of high temperature strength, fatigue
resistance, oxidation resistance and coating performance
and can be produced to very tight tolerances in extremely

complex configurations, such as axial and centrifugal
integral cast turbine wheels. This poster will illustrate the
application of investment cast Ni-base superalloys and
process capability to small turbine and missile engines. Alloy
property data will be presented, including advanced equiax
alloys CM 247 LC®, CM 681 LC® and CM 939 weldable®,
directionally solidified alloys CM 247 LC and CM 186 LC®
and single crystal Cannon-Muskegon Corporation
Muskegon, MI, USA alloy CMSX-4®, along with typical or
candidate applications for each.

Study of the surface reactions in Ni-based superalloys
modified with Co Al2O4 inoculant
Joanna Michalska, Jan Cwajna (Department of Materials
Science, Silesian University of Technology)

Abstract: Modification of the face coat of ceramic moulds
with cobalt aluminate could improve mechanical properties
of Ni-based superalloys. However, the mechanism of the
grain refinement has not been directly clarified. The effect of
cobalt aluminate on the reaction mechanisms within the
boundary of metal-ceramic mould was studied based on the
results of EDS X-ray microanalysis of the face coat of
moulds and the GD-OES profile analysis of casts. Research
materials were commercial Ni-based superalloys: IN100,
IN713C, IN738LC, MAR M247 and ceramic moulds with two
different contents of inoculants in the face coat. It was found
that the reaction mechanism strongly depends on the
chemical composition of the alloy and on the content of
inoculants in the face coat. It was proved that Cr and Ti
could play an individual role in the mechanism of inoculants
reduction. Profile distributions of elements in the subsurface
layer of alloys have also distinctly changed and pointed out
that Co passed into the metal, while the transition of Zr to
the mould had been observed.  

Joanna Michalska obtained her MSc degree in Inorganic
Chemical Technology at the Silesian University of
Technology (SUT), Gliwice, Poland. Since 2002 she has
been working at the Department of Materials Science of
SUT, receiving her PhD degree with honour in 2007. She
actively takes part in scientific projects related to materials
for aircraft industry. Her research activity remains mainly in
the area of electron microscopy techniques and
physicochemical studies of ceramic moulds and
experimental castings.

E-Mail: joanna.k.michalska@polsl.pl

Analysis of microstructure and orientation of freckles in
single crystal castings made of PWA1426 nickel-base
superalloy
Maria Sozańska*, Bartosz Chmiela, Jan Cwajna
(Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy,
Krasińskiego 8, PL- 40-019 Katowice, Poland)

Abstract: Modern nickel-base superalloys intended for
single crystal castings (SX) are characterized by high creep
resistance and fatigue strength. Unfortunately, directional
solidification can cause many casting defects, which
decrease mechanical properties. Some of these defects are
freckles, which take the shape of chains of small equiaxed
grains of random orientation in the interdendritic areas.
Freckles are characterized by greater number of pores and
eutectics in relation to areas free from defects.

This paper presents the investigations of microstructure,
chemical composition and crystallographic orientation (using
electron backscatter diffraction - EBSD) of freckles in single
crystal castings made of PWA1426 nickel-base superalloy. 
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Maria Sozańska is assistant professor in Materials Science
at Silesian University of Technology in Katowice Poland).
She graduated in Physic (University of Gdańsk, 1986,
Poland) and in Materials Engineering (Silesian University of
Technology, 1989, Poland). She graduated a PhD in
Materials Science and Corrosion at Ecole Centrale Paris
(France) in 1997. His research activity concerns hydrogen
degradation in steels for power and oil industry, recently
hydrogen treatment titan alloys. She specializes on
qualitative and quantitative characterization of structure
materials by electron scanning microscopy with electron
probe microanalysis methods and electron backscattered
diffraction. As co-author or an author she has published 165
papers.

*Corresponding author: maria.sozanska@polsl.pl

Supplementary Paper
30 years of metal filtration in Investment castings
Ulrich S. Sievers, Süd-Chemie Hi-Tech Ceramics

Abstract: The project of an Investment Caster to develop a
filter for high temperature application led to the founding of
Hi-Tech Ceramcis, Inc. in 1980. Since the time the market
knows their filter under the Tradename of UDICELL.

A few years later and published at the 36th annual meeting
of the Investment Casting Institute in 1988 a collaborative
research effort between a high performance ceramic filter
supplier and a premium quality Investment Caster has
resulted in an overview of the state-of-the art of filtration
technology.

The reticulated ceramic structure is a continuous ceramic
network and its complement, a continuous network of void
space made up of many pores in dodecahedral cells.
The ability to make this ceramic structure from high
performance oxides has allowed these materials to be
optimized for the filtration of steel alloys at temperatures up
to 1720°C.

The premier ceramic material used for these alloys is
partially-stabilized zirconia which exhibits excellent thermal
shock resistance due to the discontinuous distribution of
micro-cracks formed as a result of the unique composition
and manufacturing processing.

Outstanding filter properties are thermal shock resistance,
temperature capability as well as  chemical inertness and
stability. Satisfactory and reproducible casting rate and high
filtration efficiency is achieved due to uniformity of web and
pore size.

The general secret of filtration is:
segregation,
deep-bed filtration,
creating and maintaining a laminar stream.

A filter acts as a choke, controlling the flow and allowing a
head to be developed on the upstream side of the filter.
Reticulated ceramics create a backpressure and flow
stream coalescence within their structure. This allows gases
to escape as surface energy and, hence, surface area are
minimized.

Filtration is accomplished, primarily on oxides, resulting from
melt process. Oxides formed from the erosion of crucibles
and various ramming mixes are removed by the filter.
As the metal passes through the filter and exits the
downstream side the flow is very laminar and non-turbulant.

This reduces erosion potential and gas entrapment
throughout the mold cavity.

Some case studies will be presented.

Conclusion:
UDICELL reticulated ceramic filters are presently being used
in production in Investment as in Steel foundries as a cost
effective productivity enhancement. They are capable of
removing inclusions, eliminating entrapped gas and provide
laminar streams of metal to fill the castings.
By using filter installation techniques that best suit individual
foundry practices, profitability can be improved.

Ulrich S. Sievers is global Product Manager Filter with Süd-
Chemie Hi-Tech Ceramics.
He has published multiple papers on steel filtration and
presented his patented filter-carousel
for giant castings already at the 60th World Foundry
Congress, the Hague (1993)

E.Mail: Ulrich.Sievers@ask-chemicals.de
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Delegate Visit to
The Foundry Research
Institute in Cracow –

its history and achievements

18th May

A glimpse into history

The Foundry Research Institute in Cracow was established
by Polish Government in 1946 as a research and
development centre under the management of the Union of
Foundry Industry. Its first location was in three small rooms
in a community building in the Old Cracow City Centre. In
1947, a complex of old and partly devastated buildings in
the south suburbs of Cracow was purchased, and in 1948
the Institute moved there.

Year 1946 - The first steps . . .

. . . and year 2009 – a touch of modernity

In 1954, a new building was erected and nearly two
decades later the third building was commissioned, largely
modernised in 2009. In 1949, the first laboratories, a
mechanical workshop and a Pilot Plant were put into
operation. The Pilot Plant was equipped with a 600 mm dia.
acid-lined cupola and a 1 ton capacity crucible furnace for
melting of non-ferrous metals. In the workshop, pilot
castings and specimens were prepared. The first casting
was poured on the 2nd of April 1949.
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First casting made in the Institute 

The first staff of the Institute numbered 34 people, this
including 11 persons with higher education, mainly
graduates from the Faculty of Metallurgy at the University of
Mining and Metallurgy in Cracow (compared to 1300 people
employed in early seventies of the past century). In 1968, at
Wadowice, a local division of the Institute was established.
Its main task was design and manufacture of control and
measuring equipment for foundry industry. In 1969, at
Bolesław near Olkusz a division of the Pilot Plant was
started, mainly to test the foundry auxiliary materials. The
first director of the Institute was Professor Kazimierz
Gierdziejewski. 

Professor Kazimierz Gierdziejewski –
founder and first Director of the Institute

(a commemorative bronze plaque)

The first activities of the Institute were focussed on short-
and long-term projects and on practical assistance rendered
to the domestic foundry industry, healing its wounds after
the Second World War. The unquestionable achievements
of that time included studies on inoculated grey iron and
spheroidal graphite iron (both rewarded with State Prizes),
studies on non-ferrous metal alloys (substitutes for tin and
tin-zinc bronzes, development of Mn brasses with less than
50% Cu, development of high-strength Cu-Al-Mn alloy for
screw propellers), development of own foundry sand and
binder compositions, metallurgy of cast steels, including
Hadfield steel, cupola charge materials, formed coke
included, development and testing of various enamels for
cast products – to mention just a few main topics from the
vast range of FRI activities. What certainly deserves
attention is the fact that at that time with only scarce

information from  foreign literature, the staff of the Institute
managed to develop the domestic substitutes for most of the
raw materials, products, technologies and designs.  

Present day

The scope of the present activities was established by the
Scientific Council of the Institute on 20 January 2004 and
approved by the Ministry of Economy and Labour on 1
March 2004.

The present main activities of the Foundry Research
Institute include:

l Research and development, metallurgical and
technological aspects of castings made from different
materials (Fe,  Al, Cu, Mg, Zn, Ti, Ni, Sn, In, Co and
MMCs) 

l Development of various casting processes (sand and die,
centrifugal, high pressure, investment, evaporative
pattern casting (EPC)) 

l High-temperature capillarity studies

l Testing mechanical, physical, chemical and technological
properties of materials

l Designing, simulation and prototyping of castings,
including innovative RPS, LOM, CAD/CAM 

l Foundry sand reclamation and utilisation of foundry
waste, 

l Forecasting of foundry trends and Technological
Foresight of Polish Foundry Industry 

l Processing and dissemination of information, including
foundry science, technique, economy, and standards-
related problems 

l Scientific and technical cooperation, organisation of
training workshops, conferences and seminars, 

l Certification of foundry products (Office for Product
Certification and Standardisation),

l Assistance in development and implementation of quality
systems and environmental management 

The present days have witnessed great development in both
research and testing methods. The complex of research
laboratories operating in the Institute can boast the most
modern and advanced equipment for mechanical tests and
structural examinations of various materials, to mention just
the following devices: two computer-operated tomographs
made by Phoenix, Zwick hardness tester and impact
pendulum tester, Infra-Tec  thermovision camera,
carbon/sulphur analyser, model CS 600, and
oxygen/nitrogen/hydrogen analyser, model TCH 600, both
made by Leco Inc. USA. 

The Centre for High-Temperature Studies carries out the
most advanced investigations of various phenomena going
on in liquid metals and alloys, normally invisible to the
human eye. The conductivity and various other properties at
temperatures up to 2000oC are examined using the
following equipment: NETZSCH STA 449 F3 Jupiter for
thermal analysis coupled with QMS 403C Aëolos,
NETZSCH DIL 402C/4/G  high-temperature dilatometer,
RITA L78 high-speed quenching dilatometer made by
LINSEIS, NTEGRA THERMA stand for high-temperature
studies using atomic forces made by NT-MDT Europe BV,
Laser Flash Analysis 427 apparatus. “Let’s make the
invisible – visible” – in this most general manner the
activities of this modern department can be summarised. 
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Modern laboratory –
a cosy interior and advanced facilities

In 1984, the Institute started investigations on a new grade
of the spheroidal graphite iron, called austempered ductile
iron (ADI). Attention was focussed on the cast iron with
additions of nickel and copper, but without molybdenum –
always in short supply and very expensive.  The final
outcome of the studies was designing, constructing and
commissioning of a facility for the austempering treatment,
including austenitising in an electric chamber furnace and
quenching in a bath of molten salt. The development of ADI
has created new opportunities for the designers and
manufacturers of castings. 
       

ADI treatment installation

A very important field of the Institute activities are various
projects (target projects, structural projects, commissioned
research projects, and with Poland’s accession to EU in
May 2004 – also EU projects). A Branch Contact Point for
Foundry is operating at the Institute as a link between the
research staff and EU local authorities. Currently, two large
projects are in execution, i.e. “Innovative layered armours
and shields for protection of mobile objects at level IV” and
“Retrofitting the Research Infrastructure of Małopolskie
Centre for Innovative Technologies and  Materials”, co-
financed by EU from the Regional Development Fund. The
Institute also participates in a programme “Polish Artificial
Heart”, making advanced investment castings for medical
purposes.

Active cooperation has been established with designers in
the scope of rapid manufacture of prototype castings
applying simulation of the solidification process, of stress
distribution in casting, and of mould filling and feeding; for
this purpose also RPS-LOM (Rapid Prototyping System –
Laminated Object Manufacturing) techniques are available
at the Institute.

Other activities include standardisation (development of
national standards and their harmonisation with international
documents), technical foundry information (library and
databases), training, product certification to comply with the
international standards of modern quality control and
management, environmental issues and, last but certainly
not least, extensive international cooperation and exchange
of information.

An important place in the activities of the Institute occupies
the technology of investment casting – one of the oldest
known metal-forming techniques. It has accompanied the
Institute practically since the very beginning of its existence,
covering two main trends: Shaw process to produce
castings in split ceramic moulds and wax patterns for
smaller items made in clusters. For these two variations of
the investment process, all the available raw materials were
examined and best formulas were searched, taking also into
account the aspects of ecology and human health. In this
scope, one of the indisputable recent achievements of the
Institute is the invention of a Water-Based EKOSIL binder.
The binder is a mixture of silica acid sol, surface active
agents and polymers (latexes). It is based on water, thus
eliminating the use of alcohol. The EKOSIL binder won Gold
Medal during 47th World Exhibition of Innovation, Research
and New Technologies BRUSSELS-EUREKA ‘98. The
investment castings are poured from different materials
(iron, steel, brass, bronze, and sometimes also silver). The
main applications are in medicine, aviation, and agriculture.
Apart from industrial castings, decorative castings have
recently become very popular, and to cope with the growing
demand for items of this type, the Institute has been
investigating the possibility of making various decorative
pieces from patterns which are real objects, mainly
occurring in nature, like flowers, leaves, branches, etc. In
this task, the Institute is actively cooperating with the
Academies of Fine Arts in Cracow and Warsaw. 

2
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Various items cast from “real” patterns

Since the very beginning of its activities, the Institute has
been targeted at the two main objectives – theory and
practice. The main achievements in the theoretical scientific
research, enumerated in a chronological order, include:
1951 - first s.g. iron; 1966 - the theory of hydrodynamic
metal flow; 1968 – preliminary studies of quenching with
isothermal transformation (early pre-ADI studies); 1971 -
modified low-cycle fatigue test; 1976 - solidification under
high hydrostatic pressure; 1984 - first attempts at making
ADI castings; 1986 - high-temperature liquid state materials
science; 1992 - cast metal matrix composites; 1994 -
modelling the movements of reinforcing phase; 1997 -
selective etching with qualitative analysis; 1998 - analysis of
foundry binders nanostructure.  The trend in practical
applications has taken the following route: 1950 - near-net-
shape artistic castings; 1960 - control and measuring
instruments; 1960 - refining of molten non-ferrous metal
alloys; 1965 - liquid self-hardening sand mixtures; 1971 -
centrifugally cast tubes from s.g. iron; 1985 - first ADI
castings; 1990 - foamed ceramic filters; 1990 - inorganic
binders. 
Remembering the past and present, we cannot forget the
future. The vision and the strategy for the Institute further
development focusses on the following main problems:
further development of the Centre of Rapid Prototyping,
integration of foundry branch through a Commissioned
Research Project “Modern cast materials and technological
processes for foundry industry”, visualisation of casting
processes in micro-scale with in situ measurements,
establishment of Research and Development Centre for
Central and Eastern Europe Countries, Innovative Institute –
to reach the European level in research and technology, E-
Institute – complex computerisation including digital library
and e-learning, more impact on environmental problems,
unique materials and technologies for future applications
(biomimetic materials, materials with engineered surface,
moulding materials of a new generation), nanoworld in
foundry - nanomaterials and nanotechnologies –
nanocomposites, nanocoatings, nanocolloids,
nanoinoculants. 
The leading ideas of the Institute can be summarised in the
following way: to face the needs of foundry science and
practice at both national and international level,  to satisfy
Partners and Customers, to protect the cultural heritage as
well as the knowledge and experience collected throughout
the years, and to be perceived as a modern, efficiently
managed and effectively operating, fully mobile, research
and development centre, offering creative work and
remembering that no matter how important the facilities,
buildings and other tangible items are, it is people who are
always the greatest good. 
For centuries, metalcasting has been perceived as a “dirty”
industry, as a sad necessity with little hope of survival in the
future “clean” world. The truth is that it has survived, and on
us – the foundrymen – it depends if it continues living in the
future.
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Delegate Visit to
WSK “PZL-Rzeszów”

19th May

Production shop

WSK PZL-Rzeszów  for over sixty years was a state owned
company. Since 2002 company is a part of United
Technologies Corporation.

The privatization has dramatically propelled its technological
development. We have implemented modern lean
management systems, and the production plant has been
thoroughly upgraded and modernized; its building and
facilities have been refurbished and the production lines
now have the most advanced machinery and equipment.

We pay great attention to occupational safety: we have
made the company environmentally friendly and introduced
many solutions to increase work safety. We want our
employees to be able to function in a good and safe
environment.

We also stress the importance of innovation: we cooperate
with over a dozen technical universities, we train our staff by
facilitating and financing their studies, and we also shape
the education program of higher schools and universities to
adjust it to suit the demands of the industry.

Our activities are based on the ethical code of UTC, and we
have also drafted our own catalogue of ‘10 WSK “PZL-
Rzeszów” Values’. These values guide our employees and
management staff in their daily work.

WSK feels responsible for the development of the
Podkarpackie region. We have founded “Aviation Valley” as
an industrial cluster uniting several dozen aviation
companies in southeast Poland. We want Aviation Valley to
help our region become one of the leading, most dynamic
and wealthy aviation industry centers in Europe.

We have also been dynamically developing our mutual
relations with the European Union: we are a member of
various European industrial and research & development
organizations. WSK PZL-Rzeszów is proud of its
achievements and tradition, as well as being a member of
the UTC community, and the company has good reasons to
look at the future with optimism.

Visit Schedule

19th May

08:00                   Buses depart Sheraton Hotel

11:30 – 12:00       W53  - ABU (Aerospace Business Unit)
                            Host : Bogusław Reichel

                            ABU is the major unit of WSK Rzeszow.
ABU specializes in machining
technologies, sheet metal forming
technologies and tube production. The
major processes are multi-axis machining,
forming, joining, heat treatment, and
coating. Non conventional methods
include EDM, ECM, EBM and LBM There
are also non destructive tests performed
like FPI, MPI and X-RAY. ABU employs
1,808 people, representing 50% of WSK’s
employees

12:15 – 12:45      W54 - GBU (Gearbox Business Unit)
                            Host: Grzegorz Godawski

                            GBU specializes in machining
technologies of cases, gears, shafts,
gearbox assembly and testing. GBU also
provides support services with housings
and gears for both production and repair
components. The major processes are:
turning, milling, drilling, grinding, and shot
peening. Non conventional methods
include: heat treatment and coating. There
are also non destructive tests performed
such as FPI, MPI and STI. GBU employs
450 people.

12:55 – 13:25      W50 - CBU (Casting Business Unit)
                            Host : Tomasz Sieńko

                            CBU produces solid and cored blades,
vane clusters, vane rings and BOAS
[Blade Outer Air Seal] castings for engine
and domestic engines.This business unit’s
capabilities include investment casting,
equiax technology (using lost wax
methods and new water base ceramic
system), melting, and pouring molds
under vacuum. The casting process has
been significantly improved in order to
improve yields and efficiency by
modernization of key equipment, i.e. pre
heating and pouring furnaces, post cast
operations and quality inspection (FPI
lines, digital X-Ray) and implement unique
process management methods. CBU
employs a total of 191 people.

13:30                   Lunch

15:00 – 16:30      Research and Development Laboratory
                            for Aerospace Materials
                            Host : prof. Jan Sieniawski / prof.
                            Krzysztof Kubiak



European
Investment Casters’

Federation

Membership Benefits
The EICF is the Federation of European Investment
Foundries and Suppliers to the Industry. The Federation’s
objectives are to publicise the advantages of Investment
Casting as a precision manufacturing process and to
improve the process capability through the sponsorship of
research and development.

The EICF organises technical and commercial conferences
for senior management.
For the practising engineer it arranges technical workshops
for both training purposes and for the dissemination of the
technical advances in the industry.

Members have the opportunity to participate in collaborative
research with the Federation’s university and research
organisation members.

If you are a European Investment Foundry, Supplier to the
Industry or a user of investment castings here are just a few
of the reasons for joining the EICF:

l Low cost of membership (€ 575 or £385 for 2010)
l Reduced fees for conferences and workshops organised

by the EICF and companion organisations
l Opportunities to collaborate in sponsored research

projects
l The opportunity to publicise your company’s news free

of charge through the EICF news letter published in the
Foundry Trade Journal

l Company details through EICF web site hyperlinks and
news bulletins

www.eicf.org gives worldwide coverage of members and
federation news:

l Members details
l Direct links to members e-mail and web sites
l Links between Cast Metals Federation and Foundry

Trade Journal web sites
l Members news
l Federation news
l Past and future events
l Publications

Members
Belgium

Bodycote HIP, Fireline Europe
Industrial Marketing Corporation
Precimetal Fonderie de Precision
ESCO Turbine Technologies

France
ATS Stellite
LaJoinie-Fonderie
Cannon-Muskegon Corp. IFME

Porcelaines Avignon
Ransom & Randolph Dentsply
CTIF

Germany
Buderus Feinguss GmbH
Deloro Stellite GmbH
ALD Vacuum Technologies AG
Ashland-Südchemie- Kernfest GmbH
Akzo Nobel Chemicals GmbH
MK Technology GmbH
ROMONTA Bergwerks Holding AG
Feinguss Blank GmbH
Titan Aluminium Feinguss GmbH
Zollern Foundry Technology
Tubinger Stahl-Feinguss Franz Stadtler GmbH & Co KG
Vacucast Feinguss GmbH & Co. Metall KG
ACCESS e.V
Aachen RWTH

Hungary
Szegedi Finomontode Kft

Ireland
Depuy (Ireland) Ltd
Honeywell Turbo Technologies

Italy
EMA Spa
Metrocast Italiana Spa
Microcast SRL
Microfusione Stellite Spa
Solar Impianti
CSM

Netherlands
Cirex BV
Paramelt B.V.

Poland
P.I.O. Specodlew
WSK "PZL – Rzeszow” SA
Seco/Warwick S.A.

Portugal
Zollern & Commandita

Serbia
Livnica Preciznih Odlivaka AD
Potisje-Investment Casting

Spain
Precicast Bilbao S.A.
Alfa Lan S.A
Ecrimesa
Tecnalia-Inasmet.

Sweden
TPC Components
Uddeholm Technology AB

Switzerland
Advanced Aerofoil Technologies AG
Precicast SA
Engimics SA

Turkey
GEDIK  Döküm ve Vana Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş
Makim A.S.
Unimetal Hassas Doum Sanayi Ve Ticaret A.S.

UK
Doncasters Precision Castings - Deritend Ltd
Tritech Precision Products Ltd
Selex Galileo Ltd
ABS Alloys and Metals
Blayson Olefines Ltd
Consarc Engineering Ltd
Thermal Ceramics UK Ltd
Dovetail Polymers
Dupre Minerals Ltd
Firth Rixson Super Alloy Ltd
Inductotherm Europe Ltd
International Precision Casting Supplies
LBBC Technologies
Longwear Products
Magna Industrials Ltd
Mayo Engineering Ltd
Mineral & Chemical Services
Morgan Technical Ceramics Certech
Remet UK
Ross & Catherall Ltd
Ross Ceramics Ltd
V A Technology Ltd
Vulcan Engineering
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Membership
Application Form

Name of Company

..........................................................................................................................................................................

Parent Company (If applicable)

..........................................................................................................................................................................

Address

..........................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

Telephone

..........................................................................................................................................................................

Fax

..........................................................................................................................................................................

Chairman or Managing Director

..........................................................................................................................................................................

Contact Name

..........................................................................................................................................................................

E-mail

..........................................................................................................................................................................

Web Site

..........................................................................................................................................................................

Membership subscriptions are invoiced annually. Please indicate your preferred method of payment:

Please return a duplicate copy, together with company brochures to the secretary:

Julie Boyce, Holly Cottage, Gorcott Hill, Beoley, Redditch, B98 9EW, UK

Tel. +44 (0) 1564 742603

Fax +44 (0) 1564 742080

The EICF is a company limited by guarantee, registration number 4694940

Cheque Credit Card Bank Transfer

!

!
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European Investment Casters’ Federation

Holly Cottage, Gorcott Hill, Beoley, Redditch, B98 9EW, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1564 742603

Fax: +44 (0) 1564 742080

Web: www.eicf.org




